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Chai ter I

Sir Y/alter Scott is credited with having made the first
critica.1 study of the sources of the English heroic play;

in the

Preface to his Works of John Dryden (1808) Scott sets forth the
opinion that was accepted dovm to the last of the nineteenth cen¬
tury,
French,

"The heroic, or rhyming, plays were borrowed from the
to whose genius they we re better suited than to the

British.....,although the pride of the dramatist may be offended
by this assertion,

it would seem that the nature of his work is

often prescribed by the successful impression of a novel on the
public mind....... if we are horror-struck with a tale of robbers
and murder in our closet, the dagger and the green carpet will not
long remain unemployed in the theatre»
novels,

and if ghosts haunt our

they soon stalk amongst our scenes.

Under this persuasion,

we have little doubt that the heroic tragedies were the legitimate
offspring of the French romances of Calprenbde and Scud^ri.^'

Such

as may deign to open these venerable and neglected tomes, will be
convinced of their extreme resemblance to the heroic drama,"
Similarly, A. W. Y/ard, writing in 1899: "The new
species—for such it certainly pretended to be--commended itself
hy its novel choice of themes, to a large extent supplied by re¬
cent French romances, by its novel garb of rime,

likewise intro¬

duced into English drama from France,......But the themes which to

1. The Works of John Dryden. Scott-Caintsbury Edition
(Printed
for William Patterson, Princes Street, Edinburgh.'1882),¥dl.II p,317.

the patient readers of Scudery’s novels might seem of their
nature inexhaustible, could not suffice for the satisfaction of
theatrical audiences,

and the form, as attempted to be per¬

manently established, was doomed to remain an exotic that failed
to strike into the soil."^
Dryden, who penned the most perfect examples of the
heroic drama, writes in his Dedication of The Indian Emperor to
Anne, Duchess of Monmouth, October 12, 1667, "The favour which
heroic plays have lately found upon our theatres has been wholly
derived to them from the countenance and approbation they have
received at court.
These early testimonials indicate that the heroic
drama was an exotic, a whim of the Merry Monarch, lifted in whole
cloth from French literature.

This highly artificial drama, it

would appear from these early critics, was foisted willy-nilly
upon the English boards because: it recéived the applause of
Charles and his courtiers.
opinions

Dr. Johnson seems to have been of this

"The practice of making tragedies in rhyme was introduced

soon after the Restoration, as it seems, by the Earl of Orrery,
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in compliance with the opinion of Charles the Second who had
formed his taste by the French theatre."^

1. A History of English Dramatic Literature (MacMillan and Co.
London, 18997, Vol.iii, pp.500-1.
2. Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit.,Vol.ii. p.285.
3. There is some dispute as to the precedence between Dryden and
the E. .rl of Orrery in the writing of the rhymed dramas to be
discussed later.
4. Dr. Johnson, Life of dryden, 'moted by F. V, Layne, "uuestion
of Frecedence Detween Dryden and the Earl of Orrery with Regard to
the English Heroic Play", Review of English Jtudies, Vol.i, p. 181,

3.
One of the earliest cautions against regarding
the inquiry into the sources of the heroic play as being closed,
against accepting the heroic drama as a distinctly foreign
species, was advanced by George Saintsbury in 1802 in his revised
version of Scott’s edition of the Works of Dryden (1000); he
abends the opinion of his predecessor (Scott) and maintains that
the heroic drama was not borrowed outright from Prance but owed
somewhat to Italian opera through D’Avenant;

he believes that

"Scott assigns on the whole far too much influence to the Drench
drama and to the personal prediliction of Charles.”'*'
This is the first mention we have of D'Avenant as one
who suggested the lines the heroic play was to follow, and

hhis

reference is to the influence of the Siege of Rhodes as an opera,it may refer to the occasional rhymed couplets in the Siege of
Rhodes, or to the splendours of the pperatic scenery and stage
bustle ’Which Dryden was called upon to defend in his essay, Of
Heroic Plays.

It appears that these early critics were so con¬

vinced of the preponderance of the English debt to Prance that
they placed but little value on the testimony of Dryden as to
the origin of heroic dramas;

yet he definitely attributes the

drama to the English playwright D*Avenant,--"Por Heroic Plays,
the first light we ha,d of them on the English theatre was from the
late Sir Villiam D’Avenant.

It being forbidden him in the re¬

bellions times?to act tragedies and comedies, because they con¬
tained some matter of scandal to those good people, who could
1. Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit.,pp.56-7., note by Saintsbury.

4.
more easily dispossess their lawful sovereign than endure a wan¬
ton jest, he was forced to turn his thoughts another way, and to
introduce the examples of moral virtue, writ in verse and performed
in tecitative music.

The original of this music, and of the

scenes which adorned his work, he had from the Italian operas;
hut he heightened his characters (as I probably imagine) from
the example of Corneille and some French poets.

In this con¬

dition did this part of poetry remain at his Majesty*s return;
when, growing bolder, as being now uwned by

b

public opinion, he

reviewed his Siege of Rhodes, and caused it to ge acted as a just
drama.

But as few men have the happiness to begin and finish any

new project, so neither did he live to make his design perfect;
there wanted the fullness of plot, and the variety of characters
to form it as it ought;

and perhaps something might have been

added to the beauty of style

For myself and others, who came

after him, we are bound with all veneration to his memory, to
acknowledge what advantage we received from all the excellent
groundwork which he laid;

and, since it is an easy thing to add

to what is already invented, we ought all of us, without envy to
him, or partiality to ourselves, to yield him the precedence of it."
As late as 1903, 1, H. Chase in his study of the
English Heroic Play, credits D'Avenant with the writing of the
first English heroic play, but does not perceive in this dramatist's
work a continuation of the earlier English dramatic tradition

1. "An Essay of Ileroick Plays".Essays of Dryden,ed.by A.P. ICer
(Oxford,1900 ),Vol.i,pp.149-50,

5.
which was silenced while the theatres were prohibited by the
Puritans, a.nd then reappeared in D'Avenant with certain theatri¬
cal elements intensified by the ideals of the French heroic roman¬
ces.

He writes: "The native element in the heroic play is slight,

for the love which is the most important feature of heroic sentiIIM'

r-

ment, and the three*which determined the external form are for- ^
eign to England.

The only claim to originality that plays with

these predominating characteristics can have is based on the general
truth that the importation of anything, from a country in which
it is in accord with the national temperament, to another land
the native genius of which is incapable of assimilating it, always
results in something different from the original.

In verse form,

plot, character, and sentiment, the heroic play was an exotic.
It was frankly introduced as a. foreign thing to please a French¬
ified court."1
In general, however, the tendency since 1900 has been
to explain the heroic tragedy as an outgrowth of English drama, - or in part, a development of those decadent elements of romantic
drama which playwrights had already begun to heighten before the
closing of the theatres.

As early as the tragi-comedies of Beau¬

mont and Fletcher stock characteristics are revealed, the selfsacrificing heroine, the love-lorn maiden, the hero of extravagant
passions who is nevertheless the slave of love's commands, the
contrast of pure and sensual love, and very often the action
environed in a mythical land or kingdom remote from realistic scenes
of the purely Shakespearean school,--all of

hich(found in Philaster

alone) have recently been regarded as the nuclei of the heroic
1. L. IT. Chase,The English Heroic Play (Columbia TTniversity Press,
ItaclLillan and Co., Agents, 1903), pp.192-3.

6.
sentiment, since all are discoverable, attired, it is true,
in more exaggerated accoutrement, in the heroic drama at its
heydey.
lloreover, the tendency of the Pre-Restoration dra¬
matist to strive for sensational denouements, as in Pord's
Proken heartt as well as such a device as the torture scene in
Vebster's Duchess of Halfi, are seen as native sources for simi¬
lar elements in the heroic play.
It has been suggested that the noble hero of the
heroic tragedy, who ap' roached kinship and dominion with the gods,
at least in his vaunts, awes his grandilo iuent speech,at any rate,
to the bombast of an egotistical prototype, Marlowe’s Tanburlaine.
The Restoration hero is like llarlowe’s conquering hero in that he
usually dominated the entire action and is undaunted by the most
pressing dangers;

hovTever, the inspiration to advance in heroic

glory is in each case different
to love.

"They differ in their relation

The llarlovian here treats love as secondary to the

attainment of power....Tamburlaine’s love'is a mere incident
the hero of the heroic play is first and always a lover, and his
heroism is directed invariably towards the attainment of his love."^
Hore recently, since the publication in 1909 of J. b.
Tupper’s introduction to his D’Avenant*c Love and Honour and the
Siege of Rhodes (Belles lettres uories), in which he outlined

i-. J. u, Tupper, "The Relotion of the Heroic Ploy to the Romances
of Peo.umont and Pletcher", Iublication', of the rndorn langurge
Association, Vol.xx, pp.SOFA

7.
definitely the development of Restoration heroic tragedy out of
earlier English drama, the tragi-comedy of Peaumont and Fletcher
in particular, D’Avenaftt has been repeatedly recognized as the
dramatist in whose hands the Restoration type actually v,ras moulded
from the Romantic drama and tool: on the unmistakable outlines of
the later heroic play.

This viewpoint is reaffirmed in the re-

.
1
o
marges of Allardyce llicoll and Felix Sdbelling''' on heroic drama.
Critical study having thus wrested the heroic play
from the foreign colors to whose dominion the earliest scholars
had assigned its extravagance, and having introduced it as an
almost unalloyed English type, admitting at most a limited, if
undeniable, debt in part to the French romances, the case so
rested until January 1920 when Villiam. S. Clark in his study,
"The Sources of the Restoration Heroic Play", returned to the
early theory of Scott, which, in stressing the great debt to French
■types, denies any considerable influence to the English drama in
the origin of the heroic play.

Clark, futhermore, in so reaffirm¬

ing Scott’s views belittles the importance of Dryden’s having
attributed the first drama to D’Avenant, since he (Drydeh) did not
follow the effort he hails as pioneer in the Siege "of Rhodes,
but instead drew the inspiration and the actual incidents for
his first heroic effort,The Indian Q.ueen, from the French romances,
Gomberville’s Polexandre in particular,^

1. A. Hicoll, A History of Restoration Drama
(Cambridge at the
University Press, 1923), pp, 82 ff.
2. F. E. Schelling, Elizabethan Playwrights
(harper and Pros.,
ITey York, 1925), pp. 270-71, 275, 201.
3. Review of English Studies. J nuary 1928, Vol.iv, pp. 49-04.
4. Review of English Studies January 1920. Vol.iv, pp. 54-55,

This survey of the trend taken in the study of the
sources of the interesting type of drana reveals that critical
opinion has moved in a circle,--French influence, at first, “being
thought almost wholly responsible for tie appearance of heroic
drama in England, then English drama immediately preceding 1642
being recognized as the pa,rent drama, and finally a return to the
Continental romances as the obvious source.

It has been, of la.te ,

the custom for scholars not to declare absolutely for éither the
English or the French, but to effect a compromise;

thus we have

A1 lardy ce ITicoll in his Restoration Drama 1660-1700 writing: ^"Ve
may say, indeed, that the heroic play......is to bë explained by
the three-fold formula--Elizabethan, the spirit of the age and
foreign influence."

And 17. S. Clark, although finding little to

support the opinion of Tupper that "There are so many points of
resemblance between the romantic ^lays of the early Stuarts and
the heroic plays of the later Stuarts that the latter drama may
be regarded-as the legitimate development of the formerf"

yet

would not repudiate entirely the influence of Pre-Restoration
drama--"These dramatic poets possessed too much English pride as
we

ll as native talent to bring forth a copy of any foreigh form.

They fused materials drawn from various sources, mainly alien, with
an imagination and an expression which set upon their compositions
the unmistakable national imprint.

Although the Restoration

heroic play was moulded largely by exotic influences, it was dis3
tinctly the unique product of English genius."

1. p. 82.
2 3
2. J. 'il» Tupper, Devenant1
Rhodes (Heath and Co. Boston 1909), p xix.
3. "Source of the Heroic Hl^y", Review of English Studies 1928,
Vol.iv, p.963.

9.
This thesis will attempt to show that the heroic play
hears a close relationship to the English drama popular at the
time the theatres were closed by the Puritan uprising» an’d that
its most characteristic features are discernible as far back as
Beaumont and Fletcher?

that D’Avenant in his blundering imitation

of the ••Twin" dramatists intensified the decadent features of the
ultra-romantic drama, and had before 1642 written two plays, Lowe
and Honour

(acted 1634) and The Siege

the heroic tome is unmistakable;

(licensed 1629),

in which

and that further, after he had

been directly influenced by the heroic romances during his en¬
forced sojourn in Paris during the inter-regnum, the emergent
"heroics" in his romantic drama were more intensified, and became
the -exaggerated types of his Siege of Rhodes,

the pioneer heroic

drama on which Dryden and his school builded their ultra-heroic
drama.

It is futile to attempt to underrate the influence of the

French romances;

instead it is apparent that the heroic undertones

admired in the trage-comedies ' of Beaumont and Fletcher and D’Avenant
before 1642, and popular in revivals after the Restoration, would
have evolved weakly and disappeared shortly, because the inspira¬
tion out of the Elizabethan drama was wearing thin, had not the typè
been encouraged by the prediliction -of Charles and courtiers for
the French romance and heroic drama of Pierre Corneille and others;
furthermore,

the taste of the public for heroics ahd been amply

tutored during the sombre days of the inter-regnum when the endless
French romances of Scud^ry and Calprenède were read in translation
and original--"these monstrous fictions", Scott tells us, "consti¬
tuted the amusement of the young and the gay,

in the age of Charles II

--and if their popularity did not cease with the Restoration of the

1. Gcott-Saintsbury, op, cit. ,Vol. iv, p.2

in.
theatre we can well guess how assiduously they Yirere perused in the
days vrhên they were among the few unprohihited amusements, a day
in which an author was treasured chiefly for the vastness of his
novels.

The heroic seeds, therefore, fell on fertile soil.
In èither case, whether the heroic drama be a

«legitimate" outgrowth of the Elizabethan, receiving its most
characteristic earmarks from native sources, influenced only
slightly by the French romances, or whether it be that the heroic
play faintly etched out of the English drama was firmly drawn for
the boards through concious imitations and borrowings from French
literature of the seventeenth century, the intermediate type will
be discovered tn be in D’Avenant who in Love and Honour, The Un¬
fortunate Lovers, and The Siege had written drama with heroic
elements prior to the advent of the influence df romances of the
Scudery school,(but bearing, however, the imprint of the Platonic
romance of D’Urfey’s Astrde), and who in his Siege of Rhodes (1656)
wrote a heroic drama which drew on the French romances for inci¬
dents in a manner to be followed by Dryden and Orrery,

1\

Chapter II.

The Restoration era has become a byword for exultant
profligacy, yet in this period the heroic drama so strangely
flourished.

The times were indeed "out of joint" and every

modern reader must wonder how the heroic play was ever pop¬
ularized in an age so utterly in contrast with the ideal
world, and its noble men and women, constructed almost unvary¬
ingly to impossibly rigid "patterns of virtue."*'
The story of the Restoration scene and what came im¬
mediately before it is not only a twice but many times told
tale, but perhaps it will bear rehearsal here in order to
throw light on the demarcation between the tragedy of the
period and the actual life of those who applauded it in the
theatres.

The license of Restoration comedy is readily ex¬

plainable as a replica of the life in which the dramatists
participated, but it is incomprehensible that a playwright
of that date, who followed the dictates if not the pleasures
of Charles II, would abandon them even for an excursion of
imagination only to the extravagantly virtuous courts of
heroic princes and ladies in their far kingdoms of Mexico,
Granada, Persia and China.

The anomaly becomes the more per¬

plexing as we examine further the untrammeled license prevail¬
ing in the Town and Court following the Restoration of Charles H.
1. Chase comments on the phrase. "The exaggeration of human
qualities and the introduction of externals were intended
doubtless, to increase the 1illustriousness1, as it were, of the
character; to make the hero more heroic, to delineate him as a
•perfect pattern’ of exact virtues, ‘■‘■he word pattern - any¬
thing proposed for imitation, or what itself was made after a
model - thrice employed by ^ryden in description of his own
creation?, indicates the absence of individualization."

This
gime.

life is the natural aftermath of the Puritan ré¬

Life under the Commonwealth must have been incredibly

dull for those royalists who were prevented from escaping the
Puritans by exiling themselves on the Continent.

When the

theatres were closed by the order of September 2, 1642, which
said ’’that while these set causes and set times of humilia¬
tion do continue, public stage-plays shall cease and be foreborne”, the Cavalier was deprived of his chiefest diversion.
During the reign of Charles I, the Puritans had shown their
rising antagonism to the theatre.

Then as after the Restora¬

tion the proverbial "hotbed of vice", which in each age ap¬
pears in a new habitat, was iii the early seventeenth century
recognized as being the theatre; if a scaffolding collapsed
during a performance or a playhouse burned it was interpret¬
ed as a special mark of God’s disapprobation.

As early as the

reign of James I when faced with the growing opposition of the
1. The plots of well' known plays (Philaster, The Merchant of’
Venice) were case into ballads but in time these too were
placed’ under a ban. cf. H. E. Rollins, "The English Commonwealth
Drama", Studies in Philology, Vol. XVIII, p. 277.
2. A. W. Ward, op. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 247 quotes this from the
ordinance as printed in Collier’s History of English Dramatic
Poetry
(1879), Vol. II, p. 36.
3. In 1632, William Prynne published his Histrio-Mastlx a
vigorous attack on the stage in which his remarks on the
actresses who came from France in 1629 were unfortunately
co-incidental with the appearance of Queen Henrietta-Maria
and her ladies in Walter Montague’s pastoral The Shepherd’s
Paradise,
so that for the criticism of the queen which royal¬
ists chose to see in this the author fared badly at the hands
of the Star Chamber which "condemned his book to be burnt and
the author
to be deprived of his Oxford degree, to
stand in the pillory, to lose both his ears, to pay a fine of
$5000 to the king, and to be perpetually imprisoned".
(Ward,
op. cit., p. 244).

Puritans, the theatre and players came more and more under the
protection of the court and the nobles; we hear of the King's
Players, the Queen's Players, and Prince Henry's Players. They
wore a distinguishing livery and were honoured members of the
household of their royal patrons; Schelling says: '’The pro¬
fession of the player had advanced from the days of 'rogues
and vagabonds' to recognition such as this

on ex¬

traordinary occasions, such as the entertainment, at Somerset
House, of the ambassador of Spain and Austria, in 1604, (they)
acted as attendants of these important guests"#
The Cavalier of Charles I's time not only supported the
players but very often provided the dramatic vehicles for the
stage which was becoming increasingly the playground and the
mirror of English court life, more urban and artificial as it
departed from the fresh, exuberant portrayal of the English
scene in the delightful manner of Green's Friar Bacon and
Friar Bungay.

The court ladies and their cavaliers following

the tradition set by the ingenious and magnificent Jacobean
masques of Johnson and Inigo Jones, delighted to participate
in the masques and pastorals, in celebration of a Platoic love
fashionable

at the court of Charles I and his French queen

Henrietta Maris, written by gentlemen in favor at the court, Sir William D'Avenant the future poet laureate, and William Mon¬
tague, the esteemed ambassador of the Queen. The Cavalier dramatist
IT F. Sciaelling, op# cit., p# 195 '
2, D'Avenant's The Temple of Love., 1635
3. Walter Montague's Shepherd's' Paradise

(Pastoral Drama) 1633#

If.

often for pastime, wooed the muse of his .lore virile Elizabethan
predecessor, who courted her in the English streets, countryside
and tavern, and brought cobbler, king and dairymaid to the boards
in swaggering full-blooded plays, and who was dependent for
his often very miserable existence upon the revenue they
earned in the theatres alone. Suckling, a facile poet with a
taste for extravagance which was matched by his wealth, is
typical of the school of Cavalier dramatists who wrote for
the most part to amuse themselves and their friends; his most
famous work, Agiaura,

a tragedy, was so gruesome and senaational

that of it Ward tells us: ”ln the last act (where the heroine
by fatal error kills her husband instead of the lascivious
king) the horrors are piled up so unsparingly that for the
reproduction of the play at court, the author was fain to
compose another conclusion in which both the king and Aglaura
are kept alive”.

We have here in Suckling, therefore, the un¬

strained effectiveness of Elizabethan tragedy degenerating in¬
to mere playing upon the emotions of the audience, as well as
the appropriation of the drama by the gentlemen of the court
to serve as a diversion of their literary moments, .foreshadowthe same practice of certain writers of heroic plays after the
Restoration, chiefly Sir John Howard, brother-in-law to Dryden^

1.

A. W. Ward, op. cit,

Vol. Ill, p. 145.

and. Roger Boyle, the Earl of Orrery*
The closing of the theatres, therefore, put an end to a
diversion in which court, the cavalier in particular, had a
personal and vivacious interest.

When the Royalists defended

Charles I, they were joined by the players who had so recently
flourished under the patronage of the fallen king and his
courtiers. Ward discovered in Hugh Peter's Report to the
House of Common*s, October 14, 1645, that at least one actor
lost his life in the service of the Royalists, and from
Wright's Historia Histronica

that "a single actor alone is

known to have chosen the side of Parliament, professed himself
a Presbyterian and settled in the City.'* During

the inter¬

regnum, the players suffered the adversities that fell on
their patrons.

Some remained in England and resisted on various

occasions the Puritan statutes that prohibited their profession,

1*
Howard took his activities as a dramatist and writer, how¬
ever, a good deal more seriously than Orrery did, and made no
secret of his pretensions to learning for which he was chided
by Dryden in his "Defense of An Essay on Dramatic Poesy”.
"I
can easily be contented to be driven from a few notions of
dramatic poesy; especiallyty one, who has a reputation for
understanding all things: and I might justly make that excuse
for my yielding to him, which the philosopher made to the em¬
peror; why should I offer to contend with him, who is master
of all arts and sciences.”
(Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit., ^ol. II.
pp. 292-293).
Orrery, however, when respite from social obligations and state duties attendant upon his post as Lord Chief
Justice of Ireland coincided happily with an attack of the
gout, urged to a close the tedium of his indisposition by writ¬
ing heroic drama in rhyme which his sovereign commended to his
leisure.
In the dedication of "The Rival Ladies to Orrery,
Dryden writes: "...Your enemies are ready to upbraid you
with it, as a crime for a man of business to write so well, *««.
...
their (i.e. Caesar, Xenephon) writing was the entertainment
of their pleasure; yours is only a diversion of your pain. The
Muses have seldom employed your thoughts, but when some violent
fit of the gout had snatched ^ ou from your affairs of state; and
like the priestess of Apollo, you nev r come to deliver his
oracles, but unwillingly, and in torment. So that we are obliged
to your worship’s misery for our delight." (Scott-Saintsbury,op-cit
pp. 131-2 2 Ward, op. cit. p. 2TO

.
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sometimes being case into prison, or subjected to severe fines.
Others of the actors, as well as such established dramatists as
D'Avenant and Killigrew, chose exile in France, with Charles and
Queen Henrietta-Maria.
ancholy.

Life for the exiles was n<bt utterly mel¬

Kathleen Lynch in her study of Restoration comedy

gives us this picture of the exiled court drawn from the mem¬
oirs of Sir John Raresby.

"The small English court managed to

preserve its identity, and Henrietta seems to have presided
over it with much of her former imperious dignity .... as the
period of exile drew to a close, the English court gained in
authority.

In the Memoirs of Sir John Reresby

the following

interesting item occurs: (*the court of France was very splendid
this winter (1660); a grand masque was danced at the Louvre,
where the king and the princess Henrietta of England danced to
admiration: But there was now a greater resort to the palace
than to the French court; the good humor and wit of our Queen
Mother, and the beauty of the princess her daughter being more
inviting than anything that appeared in the French Queen, who was a
1. George Nettleton in his English Drama of the Restoration
and the Eighteenth Century, (MacMillan Co., Hew York, 1923),' pp
14-15, quotes from the Journal of the House of Lords; W.C. Hazlitt, The English Drama and Stage, pp. 64-65; 65-70, "an ordinance
22 October, 1647, providing that 'actors in Stage Plays, Inter¬
ludes, or other Common plays 'be' punished as Rogues according to
Law*....followed by the drastic ordinance of 11 February,
1648, which empowered the Lord Mayor and others to destroy gal¬
leries, seats and boxes in the theatres, to flog actors, and to
cause them to enter into recognizances (never to act or play
any Plaies or Interludes any more' and to fine spectators for
the benefit of the poor".
2. K. Lynch, Social Mode of Restoration Comedy, (Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1923), pp. 119-120, quotes from the Memoirs and Travels
of Sir John Reresby, pp. 163-164*

Spaniard1 ) Reresby admired the queen at all times and was im
pressed by £* the influence she had over the king'J her son*
..........We are justified in assuming that such a queen
could continue to direct and inspire the poets and dramatists
who were still her loyal subject (i.e* in the precieuse
tradition)"•

D'Avenant, the exiled poet laureate, was no

doubt, because of his literary title, a prominent figure in
the literary life of Paris and very probably moved in the
same circles as Mile, and George de Scuddry, Calprenède, Gomberville, and other writers of the popular heroic romances
whose sentiments of love and honour he so much admired that
while in France he began his heroic poem, Gondibert,

which

although spun out for several books was never completed. Charles
II in his indefatigable searching after amusement became a
zealous devotee of the French theatre where he acquired a
taste for the dramas of Pierre Corneille, Quinault, and Racine.’
He also found to his pleasure the intrigues and rantings of
the Spanish dramas, especially those of Lope de Vega, and upon
his return to the throne, he desired

his poets to imitate and

translate the Spanish comedies. Saintsbury notes, "The Wild
Gallant

which Charles commanded to be performed before him

more than once was of the class of Spanish comedies.
Maiden Queen

which the

The

itty monarch honoured with the title

of "his play", is in the same division.

Sir Samuel Tuke's

1. L. N. Child, "Rise of the Heroic Play11, Modern Language' Notes,
Vol. XX, pp. 166-173; and Killis Campbell, "The Sources of D'Aven¬
ant^ Siege of Rhodes", Modern Language Notes, June, 1898, Vol,
XIII, p.

.
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Adventures of Five Hours,

and Crowne*s Sir Courtly Nice were

both translated from the Spanish by the

king’s express re-

commendat Ion. "
While Charles and his courtiers in their occasional
visits to Pariw were introduced to the formal gaities of the
court of Louis XIV, the royalists at home were forced to
many devices in order to win even a brief surcease from the
vigilance of the Puritan party

to carrv out their program

of extermination of Royalist pleasures.

Now and then as the

leaders of the Commonwealth began to rest easy in the saddle
of government, a producer might succeed in presenting a drama
in some out of the way place two or three miles from town but
these were precarious pleasures, for at any moment the Puritan
sheriffs might swoop down and clap the actors into jail, fine
those of the audience who failed to escape in the riot, and
confiscate the meagre stage trappings of the unlucky manager.
(Somehow or other a form of entertainment known as "drolls’1
evaded the restrictive passion of the Puritans; these "drolls",
sometimes original, most often comic scenes culled from the
Elizabethan plays, such an excerpt as the grave diggers scene
in Hamlet

1.

enthusi
becoming a droll entitled The Grave Makers preserved /

Scott-Saintsbury, op,cit

,*

Vol. I, pp. 63-64.

.
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asm for the Elizabethan inspiration through the joyless days
of the Commonwealth.”
Amusements much less capable of explication were pur¬
sued as substitutes for the social
and theatre.

amenities of the court

Ladies fell to reading the voluminous French

romances of Calprenède and Mlle, de Scude'ry, following their
super-sensitive heroes and heroines through their endless,
verbal tourneys of love, and their struggles between love
and honour. The cult of Platonic love which had come into Eng¬
land from France with Henrietta Maria early in the century
and survived the sarcasm and burlesques of the Anti-Platonists, was kept alive in salons of the many literary women
who came into prominence during the Commonwealth.

Perhaps

the most amusing of these groups was that of Katherine Fowler,
a cockney woman, who had through the example of the English
Platonics and those in the French poetry to which

she

T• Wettleton, op. cit., p. 16, quotes an interesting appréciâtion
of the drolls by a contemporary, Francis Kirkman. "When the
Publique theatres were diut up, and the actors forbidden to
present us with any of their Tragedies, because we had enough
of that in earnest; and Comedies, because the Vices of the
Age were too lively and smartly represented; then all that we
could divert ourselves with were the humors and pieces of Plays
which passing under the Name of a merry, conceited fellow, callThe Weaver, Simpleton the Smith, John Swabber, or some such title
were only allowed us, and that by stealth too, and under pre¬
tense of Rope-Dancing or the like; and these being all that
was permitted us, great was the confluence of Auditors."
(Francis Kirkman, Preface to the Wits: or, Sport on Sport, 1673).
cf. also A.C.Sprague, Beaumont and Fletcher on the Restoration
Stage, (Howard University fress, Cambridge, 1926) pp. 4-6
See also, A. C. Sprague, Beaumont and Fletcher on The Restora¬
tion Stage, (Harvard U. Press, Cambridge, 1926) pp. 4-6
2. Saintsbury quotes from a letter of Mrs. Shapone to Mrs.
Carter: "I have (and yet am still alive) drudged through Le Grand
Cyrus, in twelve huge volumes; Cleopatra, in eight or ten; Dolce
Andre,, Ibrahim, Clelie, and some others, whose names, as well as
the rest of them, I have forgotten."
(^cott-Saintsbury, op.cit
p. 59, footnote).
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was devoted, been inspired in 1651 to organize in Cardigan,
in Wales, a Society of Friendship modeled closely on the
bourgeois coteries of France.

In this society dedicated to

poetry and to friendship between the sexes of the most sub¬
limated character, Lirs. Phillips née Fowler, emerges as the
Matchless Orinda, and her précieuse associates as Lucasis,
Ardelia, Calanthe and ’’dazzling Polycrite" - to name only a
few.

Her husband, a Royalist gentleman, who appears to have

been a dull fellow incompetent in the management of his es¬
tates, which duties eventually fell upon his capable if poet¬
ical, Orinda, was fancifully known as Antenor.

The Matchless

Orinda found to her chagrin that ’’love refin’d and purg’d
from all its dross” was most imperfectly understood by her
friends with the result that the ranks of the society were
constantly thinned by apostasies of those members who fell
into the error of matrimony.

Mrs. Phillips numbered among her

Platonic admirers many of the famous men of her day, among
them Jeremy Taylor who dedicated to her his Discourse on
Friendship and who was known as the "noble Palemon", Sir
Charles Cotterel, the Poliarchus of

ov

long Platonic corres¬

pondence and the translator of French romances, Henry Lawes,
the musician who composed the music for Milton’s Arcades and
Cornus,

Lord Orrery, and the Earl of Roscommon, whose verses

to the .poetess bear witness to the refining effect of a
Platonick even upon "hungry wolves in the Scythian

snows9

1. Edmund Gosse, XVIIth Century Studies (William Heinemann,
London, 1914) p. 245*
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"The magic of Orinda's name
Not only can their fierceness tame,
But, If that mighty \ ord I once rehearse,
They seem submissively to roar in verse”.
Resides her verses and dialogues in praise of ultra-perfect
love, Mrs. Phillips translated into English rhymed couplets
selected dramas of Corneille, thus setting a fashion which
Charles was to encourage on his return from France.
Upon the eve bf the Restoration, we find D’Avenant in
1656 with his First Days Entertainment at Rutland House,
by Declamation and Musick: After the Manner of the Ancients,
evading the Puritan law and presenting drama thinly dis¬
guised by music ami pageantry.

In 1658, his Cruelties of the

Spaniards in Peru produced at the Cockpit Theatre was viewed
somewhat suspiciously by the authorities but nothing serious
came of it. Actually, therefore, Puritan opposition to the
theatre had lost its fury before the return of Charles;
drama re-instated itself before charters had been granted by
the restored monarch.
Charles II in recognition of the loyalty of D’Avenant
to a diversion close to his heart, made him, along with
Thomas Killigrew, one of the two patentees of the new theatri¬
cal companies;

Killigrew's was known as the Kind’s Company

and acted in the Theatre Royal in Brury Lane; D*Avenant’s
was known as the Duke of York's Company and played at Lin¬
coln's Inn Field's, and these houses became the meeting place
1» Edmund Cosse, XVÏÏthl Century otudies,"
(William Heinemann,
London, 1914), p. 248.
2. Pompey translated 1662, and four acts of Horace 1664. See
Gosse, op. cit. pp. 253-254.
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of the monarch, his wits, fops and hangers-on as well as the
e'qually frivolous ladies of the coui’t, vizarded and affable.
If the Puritans were in any wise reassured by the cautions
which Charles included in his grants to "our trusty and well
beloved Thomas Killigrew, Esq. one of the groomes of our Bed¬
chamber arid Sir William D'Avenant, knight,wherein he says ...
"that considering the licentiousness of certain plays recently
given no other companies should be allowed to act In the city
of London and that the two patentees should present no such
play but peruse all the plays before acting and cut out the
offensive passages", they were treated with a thoroughgoing
disillusionment.

Before this worst-behaved of all audiences,

whose members might pay to see but one act of a play if they
so chose and then leave, and who were thus constantly entering
and leaving the tiny playhouses or dodging the ushers from
pit to gallery in an effort to avoid paying the fee, who
shouted the actors down as they called witticisms, quarreled
and sometimes killed each other in the course of a play,
crowded the actors off the stage, combed their wigs and ate
oranges, - amid this marvelous bustle were acted those licen¬
tious plays which come to mind, hand in glove, when we think
of the Restoration stage.

Apparently no censorship was

1. A. Nicoll, op. cit., Note pp. 270-271 quoted from the patent as
given in P. -t'itzgeral'd, A New History of the English Stage (1882)
Vol. I, p. 23.
2. Plays which cm ndied political and religious opinion contrary
to those of the monarch were censored. A. Nicoll, op. cit., p.
10-11. An order of Charles prohibiting Lee’s Lucius Junius
Brutus is quoted by Nicoll: "Whereas I am informed that there is
Acted by you a Play called Lucius Junius Brutus .. » wherein are
very Scandalous Expressions and "Reflections on ye Government These
are to require you not to Act ye said Play again."

.
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practised except in those cases in which the consequences of
sin weighed rather too heavily upon some crowned head in the
drama.'* Not only Puritans but the respectable townsfolk and
their wives, because of the undeniable immorality of-both

the

drama and the conduct of its patrons, regarded the theatres as
a source of contamination and rarely frequented them.

The

employment of actresses which was re-introduced by D*Avenant
at the Restoration was likewise anathema to the honest citi¬
zen of London; there is no denying that the conduct of the
actresses at this period aggravated the unabashed dissolute¬
ness which surrounded the theatre, and set on foot a preju¬
dice against acting as a profession for women which persists in
some circles to the present day.
In this age, then, when the virtuous citizen and his
wife, uninitiated into the doubtful elegancies of London life,
were the laughing-stock of the London gallant and his lady when¬
ever they were depicted on the stage, and regognized as sure-fire
comedy by the dramatist since the type so often appears, when

1. Saintsbury, op.cit., p. 60, footnote says, "In this particu¬
lar a watch was kept over the stage. The Maid*s Tragedy,
which turns upon the seduction of Evadne by a licentious and
profligate king, was prohibited during the reign of Charles
II as permitting certain unfavorable application. The moral
was not consolatory, "on lustful kings,
,
Unlooked-for sudden deaths from heaven are sent.”
2. Accesses had appeared on the English stage in 1629 when
a company of French actresses came to London; they were
unfavorably received "hissed, hooted, and pepper pelted from
the stage," according to a letter of Thomas Brande, 8th Nov.,
1629, quoted by Joseph Knight, Preface to RosciiiSAnglicanus,
by John Downes (London^ J. W. Jarvis and son, 1886) p. vi'i.j
cf. also A. H. Upham, French Influence on English Literature,
(Columbia University Press, lïew *ork, 1911), pp. 321-2.

.
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marriage and constancy in love were the butts of cynical
jests/’ we wonder that anyone could have been beguiled by
what must have appeared to them, even more than to us,
fantastic passions, such as a constancy in love for whose perserving lovers would die.
It is surprising that such heroics as the following
found favor on the boards;

Cortez in The Indian Emperor is

under sentence of death, when Almaria, mistress of Montezuma,
the emperor of Mexico, but in love with the captive Spanish
general, visits him in prison.
Almeria: Suppose one loved you whom even kings ador:
Who, with ycuH life,your freedom could restore,
And add to that the crown of Mexico:
Would you,for her, Cydaria’s love forego?
Cortez: Though she could offer all you can invent
I could not of my faith, once vowed, repent.

1. In the Maiden Queen by Dryden, Florimel and Celadon when
they decide to marry are loath to abandon the freedom enjoyed by
men and women alike of the courtly circles,and contract to pre¬
serve their privileges. Florimel, a maid of honour to the queen,
is in conversation with Celadon whose affections she has won
after a wild-goose chase*
Florimel: Sut this marriage is such a bugbear to me. Much might
be if we could invent but any to make it easy.
Celadon: Some foolish people have made it uneasy, by drawing
the knot faster than they need, but we that are wiser will
loosen it a little.
Celadon: Lastly, whereas the names of husband and wife hold forth
nothing, but clashing and cloying,and dulness and faintness, in
the signification; they shall be abolished forever betwixt us.
Florimel: And instead of those, we will be married by the more
agreeable names of mistress -.nd gallant.
Scott-Saintsbury,op.cit., ^ol. II, pp, 505,506,507. Maiden Queen,
Act V, Scene 1«
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Later when ^ydaria doubts his love; Cortez still in prison
reassures her:
Cortez: Can you imagine that I so mean could prove,
To save my life by changing of my love?
Cydaria: Since death is that which naturally we shun,
You did no more than I perhaps, had done.
Cortez: Make me not doubt, fair soul, your constancy;
You would have died for love, and so would I#
Their popularity is generally explained in this wise: The
Restoration dramatist and courtier had before them no models
of glory and heroism such as were commonplaces to the man
and women of Renaissance England, when new worlds had been
but lately discovered, when splendid heroes had advanced the
glory of England upon the sea, and an imperious queen, who de¬
fended with masculine vigor the rights of the English nation
against the intrigues of foreign states and churches, inspired
the poet and the citizen alike with an enthusiasm for the
magnificence and variety

of their naturally heroic age. Their

drama reflected this national pride. The Restoration writer
of tragedy had n^4uch id'eals; the court was interested pri¬
marily in the London world of fashion and it was a discerning
eye indeed that could discover in these surroundings anything
that was incorrupt; there was little that was genuinely heroic
in the ?ourtiers or the monarch himself.

Nicoll observe^

1, Scott-Saintsbury, op. clt., V0i# u, pp. 372-73, 385-86, Indian
Emperor, Act IV, Scene 4.
2. A. Nicoll, op. cit., pp. 78-82, Also see G» Nettleton, op.cit,
pp. 1-14; 79.
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"Drake might have fel^nore than a little of himself in Tamburlaine, in Othello; Rochester could never dream that he was
I*

Almanzor or Charles that he was Llaximan".

Yet these people in

spite of their Continental tastes, were still Englishmen with
fundamentally the same ideals as their Elizabethan predeces¬
sors, and they could scarcely fail to experience a yearning for
the heroism and nobility that their age so patently lacked.
It was never allowed them to forget their .profligacy even in
the theatre. There they beheld their vices re-enacted tint il
they certainly must have wearied of it. They sought a strong
antidote and found it in the prose heroic romances imported
from Prance, and in the English heroic tragedy. The dramatist
dared not pretend that there were such in the contemporary
scene as moved in his tragedies, - had he done so the heroic
drama would have been laughed off the stage even sooner than
it actually was.

Nicoll further observes "

to present

heroism in the real-life plays would have raised too sharp a
distinction between what was and what might have been, and ac¬
cordingly in heroic tragedy heroism is cast out of the world
altogether and is carried to an Eastern or an antique realm of
exaggerated emotions mythical and hopelessly ideal. 'l!he heroic
l,

play is like a Tale of a Land of No-Where."
The popularity of the heroic drama in one breath with the
surface emotions and realistic license of Restoration comedy is
not, therefore, to le wholly explained by saying that Charles had
admired the type in Prance and fostered in on the English stage,
T~,
2.

A Nicoll, op. cit., p. 79
Ibid, p. 79.
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but rather as an escape from

cynicism and decadence, the

need of which was felt at least unconsciously by Charles and
his courtiers alike.

.
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Chapter III*
The heroic play had been popular on the English stage
for almost a decade when Dryden in defense of his Conquest
of Granada, which was acted in 1669-70, wrote his Of Heroic
Plays, an essay prefixed to the Conquest of Granada. This
was in answer to Buckingham’s Rehearsal, begun in 1663, ready
for the boards 1665, prevented the stage through the plague,
and finally produced in 1671 j this play ridiculed the heroic
dramatists in Bayes, who was chiefly recognizable as Dryden,
and his mott famous hero, Almanzor, in Drawcansir. In this es¬
say we have a contemporary definition of the heroic type*
n

Dryden believed that the heroic couplet
to the heroic play

as eminently suited

that very few tragedies, in this

Tü D’Avenant in his first play of the play was chiefly satirized but when he died in 1668, the play was remodeled to re¬
fer to Dryden.
2. Daring many years critics held that rhyme was the essen¬
tial feature of the heroic drama, and excluded even those plays
from the type which were written in mixed heroic and blank
verse. Although Dryden thought that few tragedies in his age
would be received without rhyme yet he regards the Siege of
Rhodes which was written onl^ partly in heroic couplets as
the first ’light’ of the type on the English stage. L. N. Chase
points out that from the time of Dryden rfciynie was considered
the "sine qua non” of a heroic play, and thus argues for its
retention as the definitive element, yet adds that if '‘only
such plays as are wholly in rhyme are to be regarded as heroic
the number is too small to account for the furore that they
made in their own generation. The term musl have been applied
to the plays partly so written; but such an admission
weakens the force of the definition. Unless it can be shown
that in a play containing prose, blank verse and rhyme, the
last named has a function distinct from the others, then the
limitation of rh;me in definition must be regarded as arbi¬
trary. But, as a matter of fact, the function of rhyme is not
evident; or, to be bolder, there are numerous passages in
several plays that make the conclusion unavoidable that the use
of any one of the three forms just mentioned rather than any
other, particularly the choice between blank verse and rhyme,
is accidental and capricious. The candid author of the Great
Favorite (Great Favorite or the Duke of Larma) by Sir Robert
Howard (1668). To the Reader gives the true state of the case:

.
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age, shall he received without It”; that Devenant who wrote

the first heroic play ’’wanted fullness of plot, and the vari-

1.
ety of characters", tlat "an heroic play ought to he an imi¬
tation in little, of a heroic poem; and, consequently, that love
«<* .

and valor ought to be the subject of it"; and, since it was to
«I will not therefore pretend to say, why ï ..rit this play,
some Scenes in blank Verse, others in Rhyme, since I have no
better reason to give than chance, which waited upon my Fancy;
and I expect no better reason from any ingenious person, than
his Fancy for which he relishes*....Dryden's versification
has been pretty thoroughly investigated, especially the growth
in his technical skill. The mixed passages of blank verse and
rhyme in which his irresolution and uncertainty are displayed
further illustrate the absence of any fixed usage in the em¬
ployment of rhyme as a necessary element in the heroic play".
(English Heroic Play, pp, 3-6) Nicoll also is of the opinion
that "rhymed couplets do not mark out plays as being heroic.
All that we can say is that, when the heroic type was being
evolved, rhyme came to be utilized for tragic purposes ....
Because these rhymed couplets synchronized with Dryden's rants
and Settle’s heroics, it is rather uncritical for us to mingle
and confuse a distinct school of plot and character with a
certain technical form which had its Ramifications far out¬
side of that school." He then names several plays in couplets
but unheroic in temper, - Mrs. Behn's The Forc’d Marriage (1670)
Btherege's The Comical Revenge - and many others, as well as
numerous plays in blank verse whose heroics might as fittingly
be parodied as Dryden's Conquest of Granada, some appearing lat¬
er than 1680 long after Dryden had forsaken rhyme, - Settle's
Heir Of Morocco (1682) and Distressed Innocence (1690). (Ni¬
coll, op. cit. pp. 90-91 The heroic element has survived with¬
out rhyme even to the present day as anyone may testify who
has seen those tragedies on the stage and screen in which the
tragedy never follows inevitably, but is always imminent, from
which the principal characters are snatched by the deus ex
machina, such as surprise revelations of identity common in
the heroic drama. It appears that the heroic drama is defin¬
ed rightly by the presence St characters whose actions are
above probability, who are bound by conventions of love and
honour, and exhibit a certain "illustriousness", an extrava¬
gance of speech, a heroic temper, familiar to the reader of
heroic drama, easily recognizable whether in rhymed couplet
or out of it.
1. Essays of Dryden, w» P.' Ker. edit., (Oxford. 1900) Vol. I. p.

148.

2. Ibid, p. 150.

'

y
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be modeled on a heroic or epic £oem the poet was "indulged”.
.....a further liberty of fancy, and of drawing all things as
far above the ordinary proportions of the stage, as that is
JL.

beyond the common words and actions of human life”. He argues
that because the epic poets of renown made use of gods, spirits,
and magic, these are admirable to be imitated, and are moreover
proper to the drama because "an heroic poet is not tied to
bare representation of what is true, or exceeding probable;
but that he may let himself loose to visionary objects, and
to the representation of such things as depending not on
sense, and therefore not to be comprehended by knowledge, may

A,

give him freer scope for imagination”. Dryden takes pains to
attribute the heroic drama to D’Avenant and to the classics,
admitting, however, some Frenc
"heightened his characters

influence in D’Avenant who
from the example of Corneille

and some E*ench poets"^' and in his own work as well,-of Almanzor he says "the first image I had of him was from the
Achilles of Homer; the next from Tasso's Rinaldo (who was
a copy of the former, and the third from the Art&ban of M.
Calprenede, who has imitated both".

Dryden does not appear

1. W» P. Ker, op cit., p. 151*
2. Ibid, p. 15o
3. TT5TÏÏ, pp. 149-57
4. Calprenede is the author of the French romance Cleopatra
in which Arh&toan appears, cf. Ibid, p. 157

.
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predisposed to accept the French "patterns of virtue", "the point of honour is so much magnified by the French and
so ridiculously aped by us .... for my part, I declare my¬
self for Homer and Tasso, and am more in love with A chill es
„ 4and Rinaldo, than with Cyrus and Oroondates. I shall never
subject my characters to the French standard, where love and
honour are to be weighed by drachmas and scruples, yet, where
I have designed the patterns of exact virtues, such as in this
are the parts of Almahide, or Ozmyn, and Benzayda, I may safely
challenge the best of theirs".
William D’Avenant, before Dryden ascribed to him the
first heroic play produced in England, gave, in 1656, the name
’heroic* to the type of drama he was introducing in the
Siege of Rhodes: "the story as represented is Heroical and
not withstanding the continual hurry and busy agitation of

1. Cyrus if the hero of LeGrand Cyrus, by Mlle, de Scud^ry;
Oroondates is the hero of CalprenVde '"s Cas sandre. W. S. Clark
CSources of the Heroic Play*,1 pp. 52; 58) believes that Dryden
is here fabricating a case against the critics of his Con¬
quest of Granada. "Dryden aimed to secure the authority of
the epic as a sanction for the various features in his
pieces of this type, especially the Conquest of Granada....
...... too intent on producing the impression of classical
scholarship to admit fully his borrowing from contemporary
sources, and therefore attributed to Homer and Tasso the
chief suggestions for Almanzor's character".
In 1678
when Dryden wrote the preface to All for Love, a play in
which he "endeavoured to follow the practice of the Ancients,"
and he had not to defend himself agâinst any question of indebt¬
edness to the French, he is equally disparaging in his criti¬
cism of their drama; he speaks of the French poets as "strict
observers of these punctillios .... while they are afraid to
make you laugh or cry, out of pure good manners make you sleep.
They are so careful not to exasperate a critic, that they nev¬
er leave them any work; so busy with the broom, and make so
clean a riddance, that there is little left for censure or for
praise; for no part of a poem is worth our discommending where
the whole is insipid
" (W.P.Ker, op.cit., pp. 192-194).
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a hot siege, is (I hope) intelligibly conveyed to advance
the characters of Virtue in the shape of Valour and conjugal
L
Love" Here he struck the notes to be echoed through all
the heroic drama fiom the first genuine example of the type
The Indian Queen through the last compositions of Dryden's suc¬
cessors, - characters

of Virtue advanced in Va^-or and

Love before the backgrounds of how many wars and sieges,
and in how many remote kingdoms. Ihese were the features
siezed upon by writers of satire. It may be said that
burlesques, of which the Rehearsal

is the most famous,

existing along with the heroic drama succeeded at last in
destroying the appeal of heroics^

Dryden after 1677 aban-

2..

doned heroic plays in rhyme. The following excerpt of a
burlesque hits off almost all the most characteristic
elements of the type; it delineates how carefully

the

heroic dramatist held the yardstick to the ’’Laws of
heroic poesy” and in so doing repeated characters and sit¬
uations, thus contributing to the hasty extinction of
interest in their drama. Tutor, an Englishman and selfconfessed writer of heroic plays, is importuned by two
Italians to reveal the method by which he produced his
masterpieces: "Tutor: I take a subject, say the Siege of
Candy, or the conquest of Flanders, and by the way, sir,

1, "To the Reader", Introduction to the Siege of Rhodes, The
Dramatic Works of Sir William D»Avenant, edit*
ce/*t-L©Up
(H. Southern * Co., London, 1873), Vol.' 'ill p. 235.
2. In All for Love, December 1677, Dryden returns to blank
verse, forsaking the "pleasing dominion" of rhyme.
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let it be always some warlike action, you can’t imagine
what a grace a Drum and. Trumpet give a play» ^hen sir
I take you some three or four or half a.dozen Kings, but
most commonly two or three serve my turn, not a farthing
matter whether they

lived within two hundred years of

one another, not a farthing gentlemen, i have tried it,
and let the play be what it will, the Characters are still
the same.... and Sir you must always have two Ladies in
Love with one man, or two men in love with one woman; if you
make them Father and the Son, or two Brothers, or two Friends,
«twill be the better. There you know is opportunity for love
and honour, and Fighting and all that ... Then Sir you must
have a Hero that shall fight with all the world; yes i’gad,
and beat them too, and half the gods in the bargain if
occasion serves ..... last of all, be sure to raise a danc¬
ing, singing ghost or bnro, court the players for half a
dozen new scenes and find cloathes (for take it from me,
if there ben*t much in that too) put your story into rhyme,
and kill enough at the end of the Play, and Probatum est
your business is done for Tragedy”.
Shadwell in the epilogue of the Virtuoso

(1676) gives a

more searching indictment of the hero and heroine:
n

A dull Romantick whining Play,
Where poor frail Woman’s made a Diety,
With senseless amorous Idolatry,
And snivelling Heroies sigh, and pine, and cry

1.L. N. Chase, op cit.
(1673) Act IV, Scene"!.

pp. 2^8-30, Arrowsmithk s Reformation
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Though singly they bear Armies, and huff Kings,
Rant at the Gods, and do impossible Things;
Though they laugh at Danger, Blood and Wounds;
Yet if the dame once chides, the Milk-sop Heroe swoons.
Those doughty Things nor Manners have, nor Wits;
We ne'er saw Hero fit to drink with yet".
Granted that these burlesques do an injustice
to the heroic drama, which at least in Dryden’s hands,
in spite of the many moments in which it verges on,
and actually is, ludicrous, does achieve a certain nobil¬
ity, albeit strained, though the presence of such char¬
acters as Almahide in the Conquest of Granada whose conduct
is noble but not inhumanly so, - yet these satires have
more than one leg on which to stand.

The four best

known heroic dramas of Dryden "The Indian Queen, The
Conquest of Granada,

Aureng Zebe reveal the stock-

in-trade of the heroic

school: the remote set-

/ •

ting, the hero who

falls

in love with

his

lady

1* A Nicoll, op.cit.,
p. 76, footnote #3.
2. Indian Queen, Mexico and Peru;
Indian Emperor,
Mexico and two leagues about it; Conquest of Granada,
Granada; Aureng Zebe. f ,KA,
„ f
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on sight, - and is prevented from marriage by a father who
however much he esteems the hero’s actions yet finds him un¬
worthy by birth^'(the hero,however,being revealed at the close

Ti

(a) Cortez when he first sees Cydl’ia says:
"Like Travellers who wander in the snow.
I on her beauty gaze until I a blind*"
(Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit. Vol. II,p.340, Indian Emperor,Act I*
Scene 2*
(b) Almanzor, before Almahide unveils her face, addresses her
thus :
"You bane and soft destruction of mankind,
What would you have with me:"
The lady takes off her veil and he is thereupon her slave.
Almanzor; I’m pleased and pained, since first eyes I saw
As 1 were stung with some tarantula.
Armes, and the dusty fi£ld, I less admire,
And soften strangely in some new desire;
Honour burns in me not so fiercely bright,
But pale as fires when mastered by the light;
Even while I speak and look, I change ;yet more,
And now.am nothing that I was before.
I’m numbed, and fixed, and scarace my eyeballs move;
I fear it is the lethargy of lovel
'Tis he; I feel him now in every part;
Like a new lord he vaunts about my heart;
Surveys, in state, each corner of my breast,
While po©r fierce I, that was, am dispossessed ..."
(Ibid, Vol. IV,p.71 Conquest of Granada, Act III, Seene 1.) ^
fc) The wicken women are likewise 'enthralled by love,-it siezes«-<
equal inevitability and fierceness. Zempoalla,the Indian
queen,would kill Montezuma whose insistence in keeping the
Inca of Peru as his rightful spoil of war has angered her,but of a sudden she repents;
Zempoalla; "Kill him - hold,must he die? why let him die;Wiience should proceed this strange diversity
In my resolves?
Does he command in chains? What should he do,
Proud slave, if he were free, and I were so?
But is he bound, ye gods, or am I free?
’Tis love, *tis love, that thus disorders me.
How pride and love tear my divided soulI ......."
(Ibid}, Vol. II,p,248. The Indian Queen, Act III,Scene 2#
2. (a) The Inca of Peru' would reward Montezuma, bids him ask for
a kingdom and it shall be his. He spurns this offer and asks for
the Inca’s daughter,Orazia. The Inca is overcome by this audicity
and cries aloud;
"Thou deserv’st to die,
0 thou great author of our progeny,
Thou glorious sun,dost thou not blush to shine,
While such base blood attempts to mix with thinel ..."
(Ibid, Vol.II,p.251,The Indian Queen, Act I,Scene 1) The
Inca remains opposed" to' the suit even when he,0razia, and Montezuma
are about to die on the sacrificial altar of the Indian queen#
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I.
of the play as the lost son of some renowned family); the
heroine who also falls in love immediately when she first
espies the hero; a wicked lady usually a power in the State
who

loves the hero and severely tries his constancy; the

heroine who is likewise pursued by a villain holding out life
^

*

to her and the hero if she will forsake the latter*s love

(b) Benzayda, and Ozmyn in the Conquest of Granada face even
stronger opposition. Abenemar, father to Ozmyn, will not sanc¬
tion his son’s love.for the daughter of an enemy tribe,saying
’’Her birth’s a crime past pardon or defense'1..
(Scott-Saintsbury,op.cit,, Conquest of Granada,Act V.Scene 1*)
Her father becomes reconciled only after his life is defended
by Ozmyn against the latter's father. Abenemar is vanquished
at last by the force of Benzayda*s virtue and beauty and purity.
1* (a) Thus Montezuma in the Indian Queen is discovered to
be the son of the rightful queen of Meiico, Amexia, who re¬
returns and proclaims her son king in the +nick of time, he
being in danger of death at the hands of the usurping queen.
(b) Similarly Aimanzor is discovered to be of noble birth .
at the very close of the pla^ when he is miraculously,through
the intervention of ghosts and the mundane evidence of a
oracelet which has remarkably remained on his wrist (we may
assume it to have been in proportion to his heroic frame)
since his birth, - revealed to be the son of Arcos, a Spanish
general,
2, (a)
in the Indian
cf. ante this essay p.24-5
(b) Lyndara^a in the Conquest of Granada moved by ambi¬
tion petitions the love of Aimanzor in this"“wise:
’’There's no such thing as constancy you call;
Faith ties not hearts; *tis inclination all.
Some wit deformed, or beauty much decayed,
First constancy in love a virtue made.
From friendship they the landmark did remove
And falsely placed it on the bounds of love.
Let the effects of change be only tried;
Court me, in jest, and call me Almahide:.....”
(ibid,, Vol.IV, p.173, Conquest of Granada,Act III,Scene 3.)
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i,
but she being faithful unto death; all the characters of illustrious birth, the situation semi-historical, and always the
ÿurnult of war as a background.

The action abounds in sudden

shifts of fortune which do not follow or grow out of any
emotional or psychological changes in the characters but re¬
sult from the momentary victory of this or that general or
faction. It is almost impossible for the reader to follow
the hero and heroine through their many imprisonments and
escapes; they are many times on the point of death or in
some situation

in which their honor seems certdL n to go by

the boards, but at this moment there will be calls and
alarms indicating that a noble character is about to enter and

IV a, Traxalla thus tries the love and honour" of Orazia:
"Now take your choice, bid him live or die;
To both show pity, or show cruelty:
Reward my passions, and-you'll quickly prove
There's none dare sacrifice what I dare love ..."
(Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit. Vol, XI, p. 258-59, The Indian Queen,
Act IV, Scene 1.)
(b) In the Conquest of Granada Almahide is desired by the
unscrupulous Zulema whose plot' against the virtue of the
queen is prevented by the time appearance of Adelmelech.
"Enter Almahide shrieking; her hair loose; she runs over
the stage.
Alnah: Help, hèlp, 0 heaven, some helpj
ÎSntei Zulema and Hamet.
Zul; Make haste, before.
And intercept her passage to the door.
Adel: Villians, what act are you attempting herei
Almah: I thank thee, heavenl some succour does appear"
2. Dryden, The Dedication of the Indian Queen to ^nne of Mon¬
mouth writes, "in it (the story of' Montezuma) I have neither
wholly followed the truth of the history, nor altogether left
it; but have taken all the liberty of the poet, to add, alter,
or diminish, as I thought might best conduce to the beautify¬
ing of the work; it being not the business of the poet to
represent historical truth, but probability." (Scott-Saintsbury
Vol. II, p. 288.

.
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thwart the forces of evil.

In the Indian Queen,Montezuma,the

hero is twice imprisoned by the usurping queen; he is freed
once by his friendly rival, AcacâS, and the second time is faced
by certain death from which he is saved by a surprising
reversal of fortune - his mother, Amexia, the dispossessed
queen, heads a revolution to reclaim the throne and reveals
the identify of her son.

In the beginning of the story, Monte¬

zuma is banished by the Inca of Peru when he asks for the
hand of his daughter. To revenge his suit, Montezuma takes
himself, and consequently victory, to the Mexicans and in a
twinkling the Inca and Orazia are his prisoners.

In an even

more exaggerated form the plot of the Conquest of Granada be¬
wilders one with the rapid succession of surprising incidents
sudden invasions, sensational plots against virtue and un¬
warranted jealousies.

It is this variety of incident, however,
£•

that tides the interest over ten long acts; the appeal is
not attributable to any concern over the momentarily thwarted
loves of the noble characters; the dramatist will see to it
that they emerge victorious and the villains be punished by
death, usually death by their own hands, so overwhelming is the
example before them of virtue triumphaiit; their deaths are
an admixture of repentance and defiance.
The most absorbing element in the heroic play is love;
"love which required a sacrifice of every wish, hope and
1. The Conquest of Granada is in two parts: King Ferdinand
and Queen Isabella of Spain appea in Part II and not in
Part I; the dramatis personae is otherwise practically un¬
changed.

.
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feeling unconnected with itself, and which was expressed in
the language of prayers and adoration.

It was that love

which was neither chilled by absence, nor wasted by time, nor
quenched by infidelity".

The constancy of lovers has al-

read;/ been demonstrated as well as the suddenness and violence
with which this powerful passion siezes the characters in
the heroic play. The conventions of such love are strictly
observed; - the hero, once his love is confessed places hLmself absolutely at the command of his mistress; Almanzor, at the
request of Almahide returns from exile into which she has
sent him, in order to save her husband's throne; this he re¬
solves to do knowing before hand that he must go unrewarded
except for the brave reward of having proven his honour. In
the same play

Lyndaraxa (Act II, Scene 2) is taken captive by

Abdelmelech to whom she has been false; he swears that he
would "sooner trust the Hyaena” than her smile and takes the
castle and soldiers which she is holding for

his rival Ab-

della; she succeeds in overcoming her stupid captor and be¬
guiles him into confessing first her beauty, then friendship
for her, and finally love, - whereupon he cries "now I must ex¬
pect to suffer for my sin; my monarclymust end and yours be-

a.

gin" and indeed it does; the unfortunate Adelmelech must com¬
mand his soldiers to re.treat and is all but taken by his rival
Abdalla,
1. Scott-Saintsbury; ojp.cit. Vol. If op 101-2. (Note by Scott)
2. Ibid., Vol. IV. p. 147, Conquest of Granada, Part II, Act II,
Scene 2*
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The heroine can i©.orimand the hero to follow honour rath¬
er than love; this is the course of the love of Almanzor and
Alraahide, - her honour forces the heroic love of Almanzor to
prefer "that secret joy of mind, which great souls in great
actions find". Similarly Ozmyn when out of love for Benzayda he
would surprise the camp of his father to free his mistress*
father, Selin, is chided by Benzayda thus:
"What foel

ah whither would your virtue falll

It is your father whom the foe you call.
Darkness and rage will no distinction make,
And yours may perish for my father's sake...”
for which Qzmyn is grateful:
Ozm: "Thus, when my weaker virtue goes astray,
Yours pulls it back, and guides me in the way:..." '
In the Indian Emperor

we have a rare example of a suitor re¬

fusing the requests of his mistress. Alibech de&ires Guyomar
to end the sufferings of the besieged city by betraying it
to the Spanish generals - Guyomar chooses to follow honour
rather than love. He upbraids Alibech as follows:
"The gods inspire you with a better mind;
Make you more just, and make you more kind!
Think I deny you with a bleeding heart:
•Tis hard with me whatever choice I make;
I must not merit you, or must forsake:
But in this strait, to honour 1*11 be true,
And leave my

fortune to the gods and you

"

Z.

Ï"» Scott-Saints'bury, op.cit.~ Vol. IV, p, 166, Gonquest of
Granada, Act III, Scene 2.
Ttü.cf., Vol, II, p, 377, Indian Emperor, Act IV. Scene 2,

In the same situation Guyomar's brother and rival for Alibech,
Odmar, forsakes honour for love*
"To save our lives, our freedom I betrayYet, since I promised it, I will obey;
1*11 not my shame nor your commands dispute;
You shall behold your empire's absolute...."
Love and honour are constantly at variance and thus is
provided the most important conflict in the heroic play; more
important than the opposing forces in war, more important than
the slight conflict in which the hero and heroine resist with
honour the machinations • of the wicked lady and the villain, are
these recurrent situations in which a character, good or bad,
must decide whether he will forsake a friend, a father or a
king for his mistrews.

He rarely decides huerriedly, but only

after a searching debate either with himself or with the
character representing love or honour who is present.
Indian Emperor,

In the

Odmar and Guyomar, contestants for the hand of

Alibech, have been assured that he who saves the state will be
rewarded with her love.

In a battle in which the king and

Alibech are equally threatened with capture by two Spanish
generals, Odmar "follows love" and carries Alibech to safety,
while Guyomar "follows piety" and protects the king; after
the battle they debate their claims through love and honour.
"Odm: Justice already does my right approve,
If him, who

loves you most, you most should love.

My brother poorly from your aid withdrew,
But I my father left, to succour you*
1. Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit. VQI. Ilt p. 579," Indian' hmperor,
Act Iv, Scene 2*
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Guy:Her country she did to herself prefer,
Him who fought best, not who defended herj
Since she her interest, for the nation waved,
Then I, who saved the king, the nation saved.
You, aiding him, did her commands obey,
Odm: Name it no more; in love there is a time
When dull obedience is the greatest crime.
She to her country's use resigned your sword,
And you, kind lover, took her at her word;
You did your duty to your love prefer,
Seek your reward from duty, not from her.
Guy: In acting what my duty did require,

.1
*^was hard for me to quit my own desire: ..."
There is another type of debate in the heroic play, it appears again and again; in the thick of conflicting cir¬
cumstances, warriors, and designing kings, and generals cool
their heels in the background, the action lags and all but
vanishes while the lovers argue with unbelievable zeal over
the depth

of their respective loves, the claims of love and

honour, pursue similtudes of love in formal stychomythia ex¬
tending and refining their fanciful compliments and jealousies
through pages of what Saintsbury calls "amatory battledore
and shuttlecock".They are undeniably tedious as the follow¬
ing debate, of which I reproduce only a part will bear witness:
1, Scott-Saintsbüry, op.cit.,Vol. II, p. 357, Indian Emperor,
Act III, Scene 1«

.
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"Cort: I have no reason, madam, to excuse
Those ways of gallantry, I did not use;
My love was true, and on a nobler score.
Cyd: Your love, alasI then you have loved before?
Cort: *Tis true I loved, but she is dead, she's dead;
And I should think with her all beauty fled,
Did not her fair resemblance live in you,
And, by that image, my first flames renew.
Cyd: AhJ

happy beauty, whosoer'r thou nrtl

Though dead, thou keep'st possession of his heart;
Thou mak'st me jealous to the last degree,
And art my rival in his memory:
Within his memory I

ah, more than so,

Thou liv'st and triumph1st o'er Cydraria too.
Cort; What strange disquiet has uncalmed your breast,
Inhuman fair, to rob the dead of restl Poor heartl she slumbers in her silent tomb;
Let her possess in peace her narrow room.
Cyd: Poor heartl he pities and bewails her deathlSome god, much hated soul, restore thy breath,
That I may kill thee; but, some ease 'twill be,
I'll kill myself for resembling thee.
Cort;

I dread your anger, your disquiet fear,

But blows, from hands so soft, who would not bear?
So kind a passion why should I remove?
Since jealousy but shows how well we love.
But jealousy so strange I never knew;
Can she, who loves me not, disquiet you?
For in the grave no passions fill the breast.
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*Tis all we gain by death, to be at rest.
Cyd: That she no longer loves, brings no relief;
Your love to her still lives, and that's my grief.
Cort: The object of desire once ta*en away,
*Tis then not love, but pity, that we pay.
Cyd;

1

Tis such a pity I should hever have,

When I lie forgotten in the grave;
I meant to have obliged.you, when I died,
That, after me, you should love none beside.But you are false already.
Cort;

If untrue,

By heaven! my falsehood is to her, not you.
Cyd;

Observe, sweet heaven, how falsely she does swearl-

You said, you loved me for resembling her.
Cort;

That love was in me by resemblance bred,

But shows you cheered my sorrows for the dead.
Cyd;
Cort;

You still repeat the greatness of your griefl
If that was great, how great was the relief.

Cyd;

The first love still the strongest we account.

Cort;

I'hat seems more strong that could the first surmount;

But if you still continue thus unkind,
Whom I love best, you, by my death shall find.
Cyd;

If you should die, my death shall yours pursue;

But yet I am not satisfied you're true,
Cort; Hear me, ye godsl and punish him you hear,
If aught within the world I hold so dear.
Cyd; You would deceive the god and me; she's dead,
And is not the world; whose love I dread.
ITame not the word; say, nothing is so dear.
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Cort:Then nothing is, - let that secure your fear*
Cyd:

*Tis time must wear it off, bit I must go

Can you your constancy in absence show?
Cort:

Misdoubt my constancy, and do not try,

But stay, and keep me ever in your eye.
Cyd: If as a prisoner I were here, you might
Have then insisted on a conqueror's right,
And stayed me here; but now my love would be
The effect of force, and I would give it free.
Cort: To doubt your virtue, or your love, were sinl
Call for the captive prince and bring him in ..."
Saintsbury quotes an amusing parody on this device of the
heroic drama from Butler's Hudlbras - Repartees Between Cat
and Puss in the Modern Heroic Way"Cat: Forbear, foul ravisher, this rude address;
Canst tliou at once both injure and caress?
Puss : Thou has bewitched me with thy powerful charms,
And I by drawing blood, would care my harms.
Cat: He that does love would set his heart a tilt,
Ere one drop of his lady's should be spilt.
Puss: Your wounds are but without and mine within:
t)

You would my heart, and I but prick your skin; ...." ^ '
IT Scott-Saintsbury, op.oit*, ^ol. II, pp. 555-565, Act ÏI,
Scene 2.
2. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 104, Butler is reputed to have had a hand
in another burlesque of the heroic play, The Rehearsal,
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This interminable debating marked by fluent but fantastical
reasoning bears out Lyndaraxa answer to her suitor,Abdelmelech,/f

n

I»ll hear no more - the;y who love truly, can not argue well."
Love very often takes on the aspect of a contest be¬

tween the hero and heroine as to generosity; they will out¬
do each other in proving their love. Time and again we are
treated to the situation in which the lover and his mistress
vie for the privilege of dying first; they are jealous of
the honour of establishing the worth of their love in this
extraordinary manner.

Of course, they are always saved from

the ultimate test by some such device as announcing an im¬
pending attack of the enemy which causes the evil force to
hurry away. ' In the Conquest of Granada Benzayda asserts that
she

has a soul "as masculine" as her lover's and is fearful

that Ozmyn should appear more capable of valour than she; in
the guise of a man she goes to the enemy to free her father,
and when anticipated by Ozmyn, she protests:
"When I attempted this, it was to do
An action, to be envied even by you;
But you alas have oeen too diligent, ..."
These are manifestations of the passion of heroic love which
dowaiated the Kestoration rhymed tragedy,- set against the
spectacular background of wars which faded into insignificance
Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit., Vol'. IV, p.83 Conquest of Granada
Part I, Act IV, Scene 2.
2. Ibid», p. 90
3. ITôTd, p. 176, Part II, Act IV, Scene 1.
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beside it; Montezuma in the Indian Emperor is being attacked
on all sides but he goes, however, to a magician in the heat
of these dangers, not to learn the fate of Mexico, but
1

whether, forsooth he is loved by Almaria.
Almanzor is a typical hero full of bombast and selfconceit. He is above fear since he knows that to whichever
side he takes the force of his arms there will be victory fol¬
low; he sues to no one but heaven and his lady; he does not
fear Boab&elin’s banishment for "where'er I go there can
no exile be."** When Boabdelin resolves to wed Almahide in
Almanzor's presence so that he may have the pleasure of seeing
his rival die of rage, Almanzor makes undaunted reply:
"Thou darest not marry her while I’m in sight:
With a bent brow they priest and thee I’ll fright;..."
He quiets civil wars with a few well chosen words, and exhib¬
its a fine disdain for the nob.
• "Almanz;

D o it - or, by our prophet’s soul I vow,

My hands shall right your king on him I sieze.
Now let me see whose look but disobeys.
All: Long live king Mohamet Boabdelinl
Almanz;

No more; but hushed as midnight silence go;

He will not have your acclamations now.
I^ence, you unthinking crowdl
(The common People go off on both parties.f
Empire, thou poor and despicable thing,
iiilhen such as these make or unmake a king! ....
Sc obt'-Saints bury, op.oit., Vol. II, p. 542,'Ï.E., Act II,
Scene 1.
2. Ibid., Vol.lV,p. 106, Conquest of Orandda,fart I,Act V,
ocene 2.
3. Ibid, p. 108.
4. Ibid, p,46,Act I, Scene 1.
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He defends his love not only against Zulema who protests his
right to ^lmahide but world upon world besides:
"Almanz:

Thou, single art not worth my answering:

But take what friends, what armies thou canst bring;
Wh; t worlds; and, when you are united all,
*11

Then will I thunder in your ears,-She shall.....”
In a passage famous for its heroic vaunting he proclaims the
superiority of himself and all heroes cast in his mould.
"Almanz:

To livel

If from thy hands alone my death can be,
I am immortal, and a god to thee.
If I would kill thee now, thy fate's so low,
That I must stoop ere I can give the blow:
But mine is fixed so far above thy crown,
That all thy men,
Piled on thy back, can never pull it down:
But at my ease thy destiny I send,
By ceasing from this hour to be thy friend,
Like heaven, I need but only to stand still,
And, not concurring in thy life, I kill.
Thou canst no title to my duty bring;
I’m not thy subject, and my soul’s thy king.
Farewell, When I am gone,
There’s not a star of thine dare stay with thee:
I’ll whistle thy tame fortune after me;
And whirl fate with me wheresoe'er I fly
As winds drive storms before them in the sky...”
T^i Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit., VolIV, p. 76,'Conques't of Granada
Part I,Act III,Scene I.
2. Ibid»,
p. 77
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Finally, he is magnanimous, a trait he shares with Montezuma
and Cortez, forgiving those who have opposed him when he is
not anticipaLed by the wholesale annihilation which usually
overtakes the enemies of the hero.

2.

This short inquiry into the type demonstrates the
rift between the heroic drama and its age. There are but a
*few traits of the Restoration observable, - the monarchial tone
of some speeches is scarcely remarkable,- and a note of cyn¬
icism which has crept into the heroic drama in songs such as
the Zambra Dance-Song of Act III,Scene 1, First Part of the Con¬
quest .of Cranada

and that of Act V, Scene 3 of the Indian Em-

peror, as well as in such a speech as that of the Inca in the
Indian Emperor, when he is on the point of being sacrificed:
"Inca: Be not concerned for me;
Death's easier than the changes I have seen:
I would not live, to trust the world again.....

»

?

These exceptions are but noticeable, however, for the contrast
which the; offer to the general tone of the type as a whole.
If any literary form ever contradicted the theory that all
TI ci*, p.
this chapter
2. In the Indian 4ueen all the important characters except
Montezuma and Orazia ' are destroyed in a multitude of deaths at
the end of the play so that when Dryden came to write a sequel
to the Indian Emperor he had to distribute handbills among the
audience which 'explained the presence of a renewed dramatis
personae; this he does by supposing that Zempoalla and 'i'raxalla
have hmd three children. This de ice is paroled in the Rehearsal.
3. Scott-Saintsbury,op,cit.,Vol. II,p. 278,Indian H,ueen,Act V.
Scene 1.
~t
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literature is explicable only in the light of social condi¬
tions,- on the face of it, the heroic tragedy does. Although
it did not reflect the actual life of those who witnessed it
upon the stage, it did, however, depict their thwarted aspir¬
ations. Virtue, nobility and honour might well among the court
of that day have been considered otherworldly, - to be count¬
enanced only in an exaggerated and artificial setting .
these hollow imitations they, disenchanted, paid tribute
to the more genuine virtues, the heroism of a former age.

In
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Clia.pter IV.

There is a tendency,natural perhaps,to suppose that
when stage plays were prohibited for the eighteen years of
the inter-regnum interest in English drama was effectually
obliterated and to explain thus the foreigh aspect of Re¬
storation drama,as if there were no ashes of inspiration
from which the English drama might renew itself,and therefore
a frank importation of dramatic material was necessary if
there was to be an English stage. We have seen,however,that
under the Commonwealth there were sporadic outcroppings of
the drama ■*-*' in Pre-Restoration tradition,in the "drolls”,and in
the entertainments of William D’Avenant. Drama continued to
be written while the theatres were closed

precluding a dis¬

tinct cleavage between the drama of the early Stuarts and
that which was presented following 1660. As a matter of fact,
the comedy and tragedy characterized as "Restoration" did not
emerge simultaneoUly with the re-entrance of Charles II; Re¬
storation serious drama with the exception of D’Avenant1s
Siege of Rhodes did not put in its appearance on the stage un1. H.E.Rollins.op.cit.. pp.267-334.presents evidence,gleaned
from broads ides, pamphlets and news books of the Inter-regnum,
which indicates that'the prohibition of the theatres was
continuously ignored.
2. Among these,a play nearly of the heroic type,was written
in rhyme by George Cartwright perhaps about 1650,printed
1661; The'Heroic Lover, scene laid in Poland, cf .A.ITicoll,
op.cit,.p.94.

til 1G64 when the Indian Queen of Sir Robert Howard and Dryden was produced. Between 1660 and 1664 among those who sought
1. The question of precedence in the writing of the first
heroic play is an interesting one, Edmund Gosse,Seventeenth
Century Studies,pp.263-^6 says that Etherege was the first to
write "ordinary plays in rhyme. Encouraged by the preface to
the Rival Ladies and urged on by the alexandrines he was accoustomed to listen to on the French stage,Etherege put the
whole serious part of his Comical Revenge into dialogue (i.e.
rhyme). The new style was taken up by the Howards,Killigrews,
and Orrerys,and became the rage for at least fourteen years."
The fashion was probably set by Firs.Phillips,who by August
1662 had already translated some of Corneille's Pompey; Orrery
encouraged her to finish the translation into heroic rhyme
and it was presented at the Smock Alley Theatre in Dublin in
February 1663. Orrery encouraged the"Matchless Orinda" because
he knew that iï.:was the style preferred by the king. Evidence
recently brought out shows that Orrery wrote the first heroic
play3 but did not have them acted in England prior tpoDryden's
Indian Queen. The following evidence has been compiled from
the articles of F.7/.Payne and William S.Clark.
(a) Between 1661 and 1664 Orrery was in Ireland.
(b) On January 23,1661/2 Orrery wrote to the Duke of Ormond in
London and told him of a play he had written at the king's
asking ".... in ten-feet verse and rhyme .... because I found
his majesty relished rather the French fashion of writing plays
than the English." This play,he says,was given by the king to
be acted by Killigrew's company; D'Avenant was disappointed
that his company had not received it,so Orrery,to oblige his
friend,wrote another play in rhyme. He sends a rough draft of
this last play to Ormond; in it is the character of Romira,
disguised as Acores; since this character is found in no ex¬
isting play of Orrery it is judged to be a lost play.
(c) February 261662/3 the king wrote to Orrery and referred
to both of the above plays,- the one given to Killigrew to
be acted "as soon as my compa-ny have their new stage in or¬
der" - and the other written for D'Avenant. He says,"I have
only seen it in the Lord Lieutenant's hands,but will read it
as soon as I have leisure."
(d) Payne believes that the king refers in Killigrew's to
the Black Prinee,first produced in London in 1667; and that
even if it is not the Black Prince "there is proof that at
least two plays were written and circulated in manuscript
prior to 1664,"basing this on the evidence in Orrery's state
letters as well as the fact that in Dryden's preface to the
Rival Ladies,published 1664,he states he follows Orrery’s ex¬
ample in writing in rhyme. Payne cites Dryden's phrase "plot¬
ting and writing in this kind" as a référence to Orrery's
having written more than one rimed play.
(e) Clark believes that Orrery’s first produced heroic play
was The General. A letter dated September 15,1664 to Sir Ed¬
ward Dering,a literary intimate of Orrery,states The General
to have been"formerly acted in Ireland by the name of Altamira,
but much altered and improved?'. In the TTercur i nfl ?Rhl 1 cus,a
tj n
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amusment in the theatre were many courtiers of the old school,
followers of Charles I,whose taste for romantic tragi-comedy
had not "been entirely dissipated by their sojourn in France.
For their entertainment the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher were
/>
revived and remained popular not only until the Restoration type
v

«

was fixed,but continued on the boards throughout the century

3

*

and well into the eighteenth. Shakespeare's plays except when re¬
vised and,as they intended,refined,for a critical age were ina state news book for October 23 to 30,1662,is an item which
states that the Sari of Orrery entertained Ormond,the Lord Lieut¬
enant, at his home with "a noble Banquet and a Play of his own
making". Clark argues that since we know that of the two rimed
plays written by Orrery by 1062,the one for D'Avenant (now lost)
was read .iurmsnuècript by the duke,it is unlikely that he would
present it to him again when he could do him the honour of en¬
tertaining him with a play which had pleased the kmng when he
read it in manuscript in 1661.(cf.above ) The conclusion is that
this play is Altàmira referred to in Dering's letter as having
been acted in Ireland before 1664,and that since it is proba,bly
not the lost play written for D'Avenant,the play referred to in
the news book of 1062 is Altamira. In that case it was produced
a year before Dryden's Indian Q.ueen and is the first English
heroic play, ITicoll refers to Dryden's acknowledgement in the
preface to the Rival Ladies of Orrery's influence on rhymed
plays,but merely states that Orrery's "plays in manuscript may
well have been circulated among the wits in 1661-62," cf.F.V.
Payne,"Question of Precedence Between Dryden and the Earl of
Orrery with Regard to the English Heroic Play",Review of English
Studies,1925,Vol.I,pp.173-81; and Villiam S.Clark,"The Early
Stage History of the First Heroic Play",IIodern Language Ilotes,
1927,Vol.XLII,pp.381-83. Also A.ITicoll, op.cit. ,p.97.
1. By the King's Company from the Restoration till 1663 five
tragedies of Beaumont and Fletcher were acted: The Maid's Tragedy.
A King and Ho Kjng.LollQtPhilaster,and The Loyal Subject, ff.
A.lTicoll,op.cit. ,p.82.
2. Dryden in 1668,in his essay Of Dramatic Poesy writes "Their
plays are now the most pleasant and frequent entertainments of the
stage; two of theirs being acted through the year for'one of
Shakespeare's or Johnson's, cf.Ker,op,cit.,Vol.I,p,31.
3. A.C.Sprague,Beaumont and Fletcher oh the Restoration Stage,
(Cambridge,University Press,1926)p.124, ''
4. Dryden,Defense of the Epilogue,writes "... I live in an age
when my least faults are severely censured;I have no way left to
extenuate my failings^but by showifig as great in those whom we
admire".cf.Ker,op.cit.,p;i67.Vol.I.
i • 1111 , nyi; "Li-t»»
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differently received "by Restoration audiences who were im¬
patient of what they considered vulgar enthusiasm,a lack of
discipline in his writing manifest in his disregard of the
unities and in the richness and complexity of his poetic fig¬
ures. rarlowe had dropped into such obscurity that his Tamburlaine

was referred to as an "old Cockpit piece". Dramatists

of the years before 1642 whose plays were acted to applause
on the Restoration stage were YTebster (Duchess of Halfi),Suckling (Aglaura ),Chapman (Bussy D'Ambois ) .and D'Avenant (Love and

’ A

Honour.Unfortunate Lovers.and the Siege of RhodesJ

Dryden showed the tendency of his era to carp at the
productions of the poets of the last age and his derogatory
criticisms are remembered above his frequent and unreserved

5.

praise. He speaks of Fletcher's King and Ho IC^ng as "that ex-

1. A.lliôoli; op. cit. ,p.84.
2. Ibid..pp.02-83.
3. In his preface to Troilus and Cressida,1679,he writes
enthusiastically of "that divine poet",Shakespeare; of his
"universal mind which comprehended all characters and pas¬
sions
If Shakespeare were stripped of all the bom¬
bast in his passions,and dressed in the most vulgar words,
we should find the beauties of his thoughts remaining; if
his embroideries were burnt down,there would be silver at
the bottom of the melting potî But I fear (at least let me
fear it for myself) that we,who ape his sounding words,
have nothing of his thought,but are all outside; there is
not so much as a dwarf within our giants clothes. Therefore,
let not Shakespeare suffer for our sakes; 'tis our fault,
who succeed him in an age which is more refined,if we imi¬
tate him so ill,that we copy his failings only,and make a
virtue of that in our writings which in him was imperfection'.’
( Ker.op.cit.,Vol.I.pp,226-227 ) This is surprisingly un¬
distorted criticism of Restoration tragedy bÿ a contemporary
and a drejnatist besides,especially, "we .•••• are all outside;
there is not so much as a dwarf within our giant's clothes."
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cellent play”. He commends the way in which Beaumopt:
Fletcher reproduce the conversation of gentlemen,their
"quickness,wit,and repartees,no poet can paint as they have
done". Dryden in spite of the irregularities in plot of the
earlier dramas and of the fact that even in plays of Shakes¬
peare and Fletcher may he found "some solecism of speech,or
some notorious flaw in sense",preferred English models to
the French: "We ha,ve borrowed nothing from them; our plotâ .h
are weaved in English looms: we endeavor therein to follow
the ve.riety and greatness of characters which are derived to
us from Shakespèare and Fletcher? the copiousness and well
knitting of the intrigue we have from Johnson"? he will not
even admit that heroic verse is derived from the French:
"and for the verse itself we have English precedents of an
elder date than any of Corneille’s plays". After discovering
rime in Shakespeare,in Jonson’s Cataline,Fleteller1 s Faithful
Shepherdess, he adds,"these examples are enough to clear us
!>

from servile imitation of the French."
In view therefore of the popularity of Pre|Commonwealth drama, on the Restoration stage,and the esteem in which
it was held by the foremost writer of the heroic play,Dryden,
it is reasonable to seek a close dependence of the heroic
type upon its immediate predecessors.
An examination of a few of these Pre-Restoration plays
reveals so many of the elements present in the heroic drama
that it must follow "as night the day" that a heroic type
would have evolved from English dramatic forbears,a less

1. W.Ker.op.cit.,An Essa,v of Dramatic Toesy,Vol.I,p.78.
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artificial species than actually resulted vrhen native "heroics"
were exaggerated

the influence of the French prose roman¬

ces which began early in the seventeenth century. In their
salient characteristics the heroic play and the drama pre¬
ceding the Civil War bear a significant resemblance to each
other. In the tragi-comedies,and the tragedies as well,of
Beaumont anfl Fletcher,the scene is laid in some romantic,
land remote from England in time or place or both,- Fhilaster
strives to regain his throne in Sicily; The Kaid's Tragedy
boasts a kingdom of Rhodes of which Dryden says "though I
lr

never heard of any king that was in Rhodes"; A Kingtand ITo
King,in whose ruler,Arbaces,Dryden sees the character of

f.

Alexander the Great,in his extravagances,is played in Iberia
and Armenia; and the Broken Heart by Ford is laid in Sparta.
In each of these plays is observed the convention that only
persons of eminent birth are fit subjects for a serious play.
There is in the romantic drama the same galaxy of princes,
kings,generals retinue of courtiers,ladies-in-waiting and
warriors encountered in the heroic plays. In the romantic
play,however,there are lesser characters and comic scenes
which are forbidden the heroic play,whose characters from the
highest to the lowest are of the same mould differing only
in the degree to which they obey a heroically good passion,intense and less intense,but never trivial or deliberately in
tended by the dramatist to be comic. Life was real and

1. Troilus and Cressida.WbKer,op.cit.,p.218.
2. Ibid.,p.212.
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earnest to the heroic character from Icing to messenger-hoy.
The obvious affinity between the two types exists in
the measure to which their plots are dominated by the passion
of love; the romantic drama,however,is not dedicated to it
to the exclusion of the other passions. Vvhere-as other pas¬
sions do appea.r in the romantic drama in their most compell¬
ing forms,a,nd almost equal in force to love,- as in the
character of Orgilus in the Broken Heart who is possessed
both by love and the desire for revenge through murder,-yet,
as in the heroic,an absorbing love is real force which pro¬
vides the conflicts and is at the very hear# of the action.
It goes without saying,perhaps,that love in the romantic
drama is a much more flesh-and-blood passion,inspiring not
improbable jealousies and ambitions beside whose reality
the heroic variety is anaemic and has in spite of the almost
supernatural tenaciousness with which it grips the heroic
lovers,an unhealthy overtone of artificiality; it dissipates
itself in long-winded expostulations so that in retrospect
it shows up as superficial and the jealousies it inspires
as mere surface conventions, - often surpassing the ridicu¬
lous. "When, in Philaster,the prince of that name is advised
by his nearest friends that Arethusa is unfaithful his be¬
lief in what is after all gossip,and his subsequent jealousy
are not incongrous,- but that Boabdelin in the Conquest of
Granada,and Almanzor besides,will readily believe three
proven traitors,- lyndaraxa,Homet,and Zulema,who assert
that Almahide is adulterous,when through nine acts she has
displayed virtue little short of saintliness,and a sense of
honour stronger than love,seems to rest on no more secure
motivation than the desire of the dramatist to provide the

.
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audience with the novelty they desired,- in this case a
tournament in which the queen(s innocence is proven “by com¬
bat. Although love in the heroic play admits but few rival
passions,- ambition occasionally,and a milk-and-water jeal¬
ousy,and the romantic play neither so exclusively portrays
one passion nor so superficially delineates the various emo¬
tions,yet the latter is equally pre-occupied with love. In
the romantic play it has the intensity which the heroic lov¬
ers declare it to have; unrequited maidens die for it as
Eva.dne does when Amintor quaintly will not forgive her kill¬
ing the king,who in this case has certainly wronged him. As
she stabs herself Evadne says:
.Farewell and peace forever!
Evadne,whom thou hat'st,will die for thee."
(liaid’s Tragedy,Act V,Scene iii. )
In this s me act another maiden,a true example of the love¬
lorn type,also kills herself for love of Amintor. By disguis¬
ing herself as her brother she forces Amintor to a duel in
which he wounds her mortally; as she falls she declares her¬
self that she dies happy merely because she is in the pres¬
ence of Amintor. Throughout the play Aspatia is in a melan¬
choly state because the king has ordered Amintor to marry
Evadne; she bewails the inconstancy of men, - sings songs of
hearses,and dismal yews,and continually prophecies her im¬
mediate death. There is in the heroic plays of Dryden no
exact female counterpart of the Aspatia-Penthea-Euplirasia
type,who deliberately seek death since love is denied them,Penthea choosing the unique method of starvation. Those who
love virtuously in Dryden’s heroic plays are rewarded at last

.
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with their loves,excepting perhaps ITelesinda in Aureif^-Zebe
i.ho follows llorat to death on the funeral pyre, even

if ter his

apostacy/zhen he is enslaved by the superlative beauty of
Indamora. The ferale character who loves hopelessly,reap¬
pears in the heroic play,usually as the villainess,who when
she is thwarted in her love of the hero,a love intertwined
usually with her ambitions to rule,takes her life,much for
the same reasons as her virtuous prototype in the romantic
drama. Zempoalla,Almaria,and Lyndaraxa all die by their own
hands,- while the wicked queen of Auredfc-Zebe,Bourmahal,when
her incestuous love for the hero is disdained,runs mad and
dies in what might be called a pyrotechnical manner,- expir¬
ing flames from mouth and nostrils.
The love-lorn maiden such as are Aspatia and Penthea,
are unashamed to acknowledge

that they love,although hope¬

lessly. Aspatia*s dejection and tears for her rejected love
are as public as Ophelia’s in her madness. The wicked queens
of the heroic plays are thus unabashed±n± in their passions;
Almaria,in the Indian Emperor confesses her love for Cortez
with some little hesitation and dissembling,but they are on
the whole,blatant in their wooing of the hero,- witness
Hourmahal and Lyndaraxa. The heroines,however,are given to
"a sweet reluctant,amoourous delay" in the confessing of
their love. They are circumspect,silent,until he speaks,
unless the hero is faced with a death which bids fair to
rob the lady of her love. In such a plight,Benzayda dis¬
covers her passion for Ozmyn and declares it forthright
with only a passing apology for her temerity.
Granada ,Part I,Act IV,Scene 2).

(Conquest of
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In the romantic drama a hero,also,might lose his life
for love. In the ITaid's Tragedy Amintor,dismayed "by the illstarred course of his love for Aspatia,and further disordered
"by the cense of having betrayed Aspatia*s love,and simultane¬
ously fascinated and repulsed by the beauty of Evadne and the
horridness of her passions,beholding himself deprived by their
deaths of ever loving either,takes his life. In the Broken
Heart Ithocles,a conquering hero,puts aside the robust man¬
ners of the warrior and falls into a decline for love,- know¬
ing that his suit for the hand of Calantha,the daughter of the
king,can never be preferred above that of âkprinèe^-Penthea,
his sister,pleads his love to Calantha and thus describes it;
•'Look on him,princess,with an eye of ;>ity;
HOT;

like a ghost of what he late appeared

’A moves before you.
•••»••• First his heart
Shall fall in cinders,scorched by your disdain,
Ere he will dare,poor man,to ope an eye
On those divine .leôks ....
Ithocles is ignorant
Of this pursuit. But if you please to kill him,
Lend him one angry look or one harsh word,
And you shall soon conclude how strong power
Your absolute authority holds over
His life and end."
(The Broken Heart,Act III,Scene 5.)

.
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It must be remembered that she speaks of him whe made Messene
'•bow her neck" to Sparta. These are the very accents of heroic
love.
Although in the romantic drama a principal character
such as Tthocles,Orgilus,Armintor might die,his love unre¬
warded, the lover in the heroic play would not be so roughly
0-*

treated. All these plys end happily for the hero and his mis¬
tress,perhaps because it would have been too incongrous for
a death-defying hero who set himself up against Fate,the
gods,mountains,the dread basilisk,and Death itself,to hâve
his love destroyed by any power what-so-ever. The only man
in a heroic play who loves unhappily and dies is wicked,or
else a noble rival of the her. Doth hero and noble rival
have knowledge of this rivalling passion yet they generously
befriend each other and display resentment only so far as
the laws of honour compel. Such a rival is Acacis to Monte¬
zuma in the Indian Queen; when news comes that Orazia is
captured by Traxalla,Acacis rouses Montezuma thus:
"Draw then a rival’s svjord,as I draw mine,
And,like friends suddenly to part,let’s join
In this one act to seek one destiny;
Rivals with honour may together die."
(Indian Q.ueen, Act II,Scene 3,p.246)
’iVhen in the heroic play either a noble rival or a wicked
suitor dies at last for love of the heroine,he is rewarded
at least with her pity,for which he is extravagantly grate¬
ful. Indamora is thus kind to the dying llorat,- Orazia to
Acacis,and even Almahide who was ignobly accused by Zulema,
when he comes to die forgives him "even the whole offense! ’

The generous rival is not without parallel in the ro¬
mantic play. Prince ITearchus in the Broken Heart perceives
that Calantha loves Ithocles,yet says of his rivals:
"one to speak trjily
"In every disposition nobly fashioned."
He ftot’ioiilyrapes not disdain to be rivalled by one beneath
him in birth,but since he pities "life-spent Pentliea and
unhappy Orgilus",will further the suit of his rival.
(The Broken Heart,Act IV,Scene 3)
There is furthermore similarity in at least one roman¬
tic play,the inevitable manner in which heroic love first
makes itself known. In A King,and Ho King when Arbaces first
beholds Panthea’s beauty he is struck dumb with wonder,and
as he stares,speechless,to the wonder of the court and the
lady,holds thought within himself:
"What art thou that dost creep into my breast,
And dar’st not see my face? Shew forth thyself.
I feel a pair of fiery wings displai’ed
Hither,from hence,you shall not tarry there,
Up and begone,if thou seest love be gone:
Or I will tear thee from my wounded breast ...."
(A Kjng^and Ho King,Act III)
How similar this is to love in the heroic play becomes evi¬
dent by comparison to the following scene in which Ilontezuma comments on the effect of Orazia upon his rival:

"Acacisî is he deaf,or,waking,sleeps?
He does not hear me,sees me not,nor moves;
How firm his eyes are on Orazia fixed."
(Indian 'yueen.Act II,Scene 2)
Prince Tigranes in A King and ITo King also falls in love
with Panthea on sight and although he is already betrothed
to Spaconia he immediately proposes to Panthea in the best
heroic convention.
Heroes of the romantic drama are given to the same
extravagant draunts of their successors in the heroic drama.
Philaster boasts:
"I never saw enemy that look't
Go dreadfully,but that I myself
As great a basilisk as he; or spa-ke
So horrible,but that I thought my tongue
Bore thunder underneath,as much as his
llor beast that I could turn from ...."
(Philaster,Act I,Scene 1. )
He rants in true heroic fashion when he fears Arethusa to be
false:
"Let me love lightening.let me be embrac'd
And kist by scorpions.or adore the eyes
Of basilisk's,rather than trust the tongues
Of hell-bred womeal Some good god look down
And shrink these veins upî Stick me here a stone,
Lasting to ages in the memory
Of this darn'd actj - Hear me,you wicked ones!
You have put hills of fire in this breast
(Philaster,Act IV,Scene 3)

"
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It is apparent that his friends appreciate his heroic cast;
they report that his anger at the monarch,"made his soul
(the king’s) melt within him and his blood run into whey'*
(Act I,Scene l),and Bellario,somewhat prejudiced by love,
assures Philaster in this wise that he will not be destroyed
for his errors:
"

A piece of you!

He was not born of woman that can cut
It and look on."
(Act V,Scene 2)
The king whom Philaster so frighted has no little bit of
heroic conceit. He is seeking his daughter:
"Show me her
Or,let me perish,if I cower not
All Sicily with blood! .......
.....’Tis the king
Will have it so; whose brea,th can still the winds,
And stop the flood of heaven ....".
(Philaster.lSct IV,Scene 2)
Arbaces,the hero of A King and Ho King,utters bombastic
vaunts through a whole scene of Act I,- he has laid a king¬
dom "desolate,by his sole Arm prop't divinity",- that he has
a sister who if the daughters of the conquered country could
behold her,"would see their shame,run home and blush to
death",that this sister has a brother in him who has "ta’en
Victory prisoner,and throughout the earth carries her bound,
and should he let her loose,she durst not leave him", - that
had he not "patience a,bove a God",he would "be called a tyrant
throughout the world", (act II,Scene 1.) jQtifcxxxame He declares

"besides that he stood "in war like Fate itself". This same
king utters rants that need only to "be cast into heroic
couplets to "be indistinguishable from the exaggerated rants
of the heroic play, blien he discovers that Panthea is his
sister he is enraged and vows:
"She is no kin to me,nor shall she be;
If she were even,I greate her none:
My power
Is like the sea,that is to be obey'd
And not disputed with: I have decreed her
As far from having part of blood with me,
As the nak'd Indians

,"

(A King and ITo King «Act III)
He further rages against being her brother:
"I have lived
To conquer men and now am overthrown
Only by the words Erother and Sister: where
Have those words dv/elling? I will find 'em out,
And utterly destroy 'em: but they are
Hot to be grasp'd: let 'em be men or beasts,
And I will cut em from the Earth or Towns,
And I will raze 'em,and then blow 'em up:
Let them be seas,and T will drink 'em off,
And yet have unquenched fire left in my breast: ..."
(A Ping and Ho King,Act IV)
Arbaces is not a far cry from Almanzor who "Acknowledges no
power above his own". (Conquest of Granada,Part I,Act I,3c.l)
assures the Hoors not to fear Spain for they "have heaven,and
me to assist their cause" (Ibid,); releases his illustrious
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captive simply in order Sthat I agaiflimajr £igM,and conquer
thee" (Ibid,Act II,Scene 1); rejoices that he is opposed by
vast armies "for now I know there’s more to conquer yet";
discloses that his word "stands like fate" (Ibid,Act III,
Scene 1); and who kills a man simply "by not concurring" in
his lfe.

(Ibid,Act III,Scene 1. ),

There <&& not wanting in the romantic drama conflicts
between love and honour,recognized as such by the characters,
which conflicts are among the most typical stock-in-trade of
the heroic play. In the Broken Heart when Orgilus would
speak of love to Pônthea who is now the wife of Bassanes,
having been forced by Ithocles to sever her betrothal to
Orgilus,Penthea’s words are reminiscent of Almahide’s to
Almahacr after she has been unwillingly married to Boabdelin. Like Almahide,Penthea confesses her love for Crgilus
yet counsels him to follow honour and after Orgilus leaves
she observes," .Honour,HOT; much we fight with weak¬
ness to preserve theei" (Broken Heart,Act II,Scene 3). In
the sojne play ve feel that in order to effect his terrible
vengeance on Ithocles for forcing Panthea to wed Bassanes,
Orgilus was

at last through a cense of honour,rather

than through rage,to avenge Penthea's death,for he really
admired Ithocles and when he killed him and plaved his body
beside Pe^hea’s,cries,
” Farewe11,fair -pring of manhoodJ
Twin stars,shine stars forever

•"•

(Ibid,Act IV,Scene 3)
and &Koc <bh the reasons for the revenge he says to Calantha:

07

"

..quit him of these,and then

ITever lived gentleman of greater merit,
Hope orf&bilement to steer a kingdom."
(Ihid, Act V,Scene 2.)
Eelantius in the Raid’s Traredy is divided between love
(friendship} and honour,- after Amintor has revealed to him
that his sister Evadne is mistress to the king,whether or not
to endanger the life of his friend by taking steps to avenge
the honour of his family,

(Eaid’s Tra.gedy,Act III,Scene 2).

Amintor,at last is convinced of the repentence of Evadne,
and although he loves her,honoiir will not permit him to re¬
ceive her as his wife:
"

Give me thy hand

Erom this time I will know thee; and,as far
As honour gives me leave,be thy Amintor.
. .......... .ITy cha.rity will go alimgtfrith thee.
..••••••• Go Evadne;
The gods thus part our bodies. Have a care
Ey honour falls no farther. I am well then."
(Ibid,Act IV,Scene 2)
The whole-suspense and conflict in A ring, and Ho King* turns
,1. This play is distinctly heroic in tone,- the treatment of
love,the inevitable result of the heroine’s beauty,the wicked
queen,love and honour conflicts,conceited braggart hero,king
and the surprise ending. During the inter-regnum a performance
of it was attempted,1647; it "fared especially'well" after the
*
lestorâtion,- "a Principal Old Stock Play", cf,A.C.Sprague,
op. cit.,p.3,35. II.E.Rollins,op. cit., p.313,writes, "J.lTicholas,writing
to Lord Clarendon’s secretary,Edgeman,on April 23,1654,told of the
plan^the gentleman and maids of honour to act at Y/hitsuntide before
the Princess Royal(royal family in'emile in Holland) Beaumont and
Fletcher’s A King;and Ho ring....". This is interesting evidence afi
to its popularity.

CG.

upon love and honour. The king,Arbaces,and his supposed sister,
Panthea,love each other as the3r believe,incestuou'-ly. The
king struggles valiantly to preserve his honour,- at the end
of Act III,he resolves:
"I vill not do this sin,
I'll press it here,till it do break my breast..."
Kardonius,in the play,also undergoes a trial between friend¬
ship (love) and honour, before he knows that the king wishes
him to plead for him his unlawful love to renthea,l'a,rdonius
promises Arbaces: "Out with it Sir,if it be dangerous,I will
not shrink to do you service" - but once he realizes the
king's sin he renounces him:
"

if all

Hy hours were lives,I would not be engaged,
In such.o/case to save my last life".

(Act III)

The heroic play derived from the romantic its balance
of characters - noble hero and heroine - ignoble king and
queen - and the motif referred to usually the "contrast og
/•

pure and sensual love". In the heroic play the situation is
recurrent in which the. wicked queen loves the hero and seeks
to destroy the life of the heroine,while the villain loves
the heroine and plots against the hero; this balance is perfectly observed in Aureg-Zebe and the Indian Emperor. In the
romantic play this contrast is discoverable but not in the
nicencss of balance èfl the latter type. In the Raid's Tragedy

1, J.V.Tupper,"The relation of the heroic Play to the Romances
of Beaumont and Pletclier" .Publications of -Hie üodern Language
Association.V61.2Q.190G.r). 590.

the impurity of the love of Evadne and the king is heightened
ly setting over against it the love of Aspatia for Amintor,
The same device is brought into play in Philaster wherein
we discover the more essentiallt iwicked Llegra entertaining
1/

a sensual love for the Spanish prince lliaramond who has come
to woo iirathusa; like the villainess of the heroic play,
Lyndaraxa in particular,she seeks to impugne the virtue of
the heroine.
Trom the example of the romantic drama, the Restoration
audience may have derived its taste for spectacular effects,if we have scenes in the later drama in which the conjurer
works his charms,supernatural "beings arise and ghosts fore¬
bode dire things,and men a,re to be tortured,so in the roman¬
tic drama are there theatric a,nd hair-raising scenes to
serve as precedent,- such as the torture of Iihocleb*ando£he
terfible manner by which Orgilus chooses to die; the torture
of the Duchess of Malfi by her brothers,with the introduction
of madmen and wax images of her children and husband "ap¬
pearing as if they were dea,d". T^,e romantic play with its
sensa,tional denouement,full of surprises,suicides,stabbings,
paved the way for the like unravelling of the plot of the
heroic play. The frequency with which a hero in the Restora¬
tion type is discovered to be the long-lost prince is receiv¬
ed with a good deal less impatience after reading the sur¬
prisingly artificial Solutions of the problems of Arbaces and
Panthea in A I^ng^and ITo King,
War and blood-slied were strange to say entirely to the
taste of the Restoration audiences and indispensable to the
success of any heroic play. This also is in the English tradi-
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tion; in an Essay on Dramatic Poesy Dryden observes of action
behind the scenes that "by it the French avoid the tumult
which we are subject to in England,by representing duels,
battles,and the like; which renders our stage too like the
theatres where they fight prizes....but,whether custom has
so insinuated itself into our countrymen,or nature has so
formed them to fierceness,I know not; but they will scarcely
suffer combats and other horrc to be taken from them."
It appears from an examination of these few plays that
prototypes for the outstanding elements of the heroic play.
are discoverable in native drama which was written in the
early years of the seventeenth century and revived to its old
position of popularity after the re-opening of the theatres.
The resemblances between the heroic play and the romantic play
are,as far as the above few examples,bear witness,so far from
casual that it is ill-advised to hold with Clark that "the
heroic plays mark a distinct break with the past,though perhaps
not an utter disregard of it",2'in the light of the many parallels
to be found between the heroic and romantic types,and added to
this what amounts to an aversion expressed by the leading dramatist,
Dryden,to the servile imitation of French romances and drama,, - the
reasonable conclusion is that Dryden,and all who followed the
fashion he set, were not forced to wander far afield for the
originals of the heroic characters,situations and conflicts of love
and honour.

They were lifted from the Pre-Restoration drama and

artificialized further through the French influence of the court
of Charles Ii;
’
l; \7.P.Ker.op.cit..Voi:i.Pn.62:74.
2. YiT.S.Clark,ojncjJbj^p.63.

;
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Chapter V.
English heroic drama fused with its native romantic

heroic elements two trends of French influence, that of the early
half of the early seventeenth century following out of the cult of
Platonic love, and that of the fifties when French heroic romances
and drama began to appear in England, through translations, almost
as soon as they were introduced to the French. In each case this
influence was due for the most part to the direct encouragement
royal family, - Henrietta-Maria, and
Charles II, and was a natural outgrowth of the close ties existing
between the English and French courts of the seventeenth century* This
influence is in each manifestation so obvious, and so easily demon¬
strated that it gave rise to a long-held opinion that Restoration
drama owed its subjects, structure, and heroic tone wholly to the
literature contemporary with it on the continent, especially that of
France. In France, in the earl}/ days of the seventeenth century, the
court and society were rude and profligate. The reaction against
this prevailing looseness of morals was set on foot by Madame de
Rambouillet, an Italian woman of great beauty, wit and virtue, fam¬
iliar with the code of Platonic love, which flourished in refined
society of Italy after it had been popularized by the Petrqrchian
sonnets. In 1600 when Catherine de Vivonne came to Paris as the
bride of the Marquis de Rambouillet, she was only twelve years of
age; by 1608 we are told that "Lladame de Rambouillet commença k
trouver tant de fatigue et d'ennui aux bruyantes assemblées du
Louvre, qu'elle prit la resolution de n'y plus aller ét de rester
chez elle". Accordingly she retired from the inelegancies of the
1. V. Cousin, Société- Français au XVII Siecle,
(Didier Et Cie.,
Paris, 1858), V01. i, pp. 26Ô-71
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French court and. opened her ‘famous salon in her beautiful home, Hdtel

de Rambouillet, in the Saint-Thomas-du-Louvre. To it repaired the
most brilliant and cultivated men and women of her day, writers,
critics, — all those who could converse about literature without
affectation or pedantry were received regardless of their social
rank. Mlle, de Scuddry was one of the first members of the salon
and she has depicted the conversation and characters of those who
frequented the Hotel de Rambouillet, while Honoré d’Urfé has set
forth in his pastoral romance, "Astrée". the language and conven¬
tions of the Platonic love to which these pre"cieuses held. The
Platonic cult as here defined does not differ considerably from
the courts of love which were part and parcel of mediaeval chiv¬
alry. In the "Astrée" the shepherds and shepherdesses live an ideal
life, their "conversation in itself a fine art, in which the con¬
ceits of Renaissance love compliments were developed with precision
i.
in a quaint pattern of formal argument".
When Charles I married Henrietta-“aria in 1625, the
cult of Platonism and préciosité followed the new queen into
2,
England. Members of the French court were among those who fell under
the charm of Madamfcde Rambouillet and gave encouragement to the
Platonic theories which were practiced at any rate by their salon
leader. It

is not wonderful therefore that the French princess

1". K,. Lynch, op.cit., p 46
2. Report of the Platonic cult and Astrde had preceded Henrietta—
Maria’s arrival in England due to the fact men of the leisure class
of England and France travelled as much between these two countries
as they do to-deyj February 12, 1607 William bpummond wrote from
Paris to an English fellow countryman describing the beauties of
D’Urfé’s iistrée. Almost as soon as the astrefe appeared in France
it was translated intoHnglish.
The first Part in twelve books was
done by John Pyper, 1620, cf. A.H.Upham, Th^ French Influence in
English Literature, (Columbia University Tress Hew York, 1911, p,366.
3. V. Cousin, op. cit. Vol. I, p. 278, quotes “lie. de Lcudéry: "Si
on voulait donner un corps à. la Chas Lite? pour le faire adorer par
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Jield to the code of this fashionable cult. She also brought to England a greater^for masques and dancing than had hitherto existed;
we have seen how her delight in performing in these entertainments

i.
brought upon her the censure of the Puritans.

The courtiers were

not long in providing the the new queen with masques and pastorals
embodying the Platonic principles. Although it is to be questioned
whether the English temperament allowed them ever to take seriously
the artificialities of this cult, never/the^less it became a
3.
fashion professed at the court of Charles 1, its conventions of love
3.
observed in numerous verses by the Cavalier poets. Anti-Platonists

toute la terre, je voudrais représenter*Cléomire (Madame de Ram¬
bouillet); si on en voulait donner un a la Gloire pour la faire
aimer par tout le monde, je voudrais encore faire sa peinture, et,
si l'on en donnait un a la Vertu, je voudrais aussi le représenter"
and adds thatCatherine de Vivonne "avait .....qualités bien puis¬
santes pour altérer et conserver une société choisie: elle était
la vertu et la raison mêmes .... un honnêteté simple et sans pédan¬
terie la mit bien vite à l'abri et au-dessjnus de toute prétention
particulière, et nulle galanterie ne troubla ni sa vie ni sa salon".
1. cf. ante p # i3*
2. James Howell writes to a friend in Paris June 3, 1634: "The court
affords little llews at present, i.ut there is a Love abstracted from
all corporeal gross Impressions and sensual appetite, but consists
in Contemplations and the Ideas of the Hind, uot in any carnal
Fruitition. This Love sets the Wits of the Town on work; and they
say there will be a Mask shortly of it, whereof Her Majesty and Her
Maids of Honour will be part." K. Lynch, op.cit, p, 44.
3. William Habington*s Castara; Lord Herbert of Cherbury's Three
Poems of the Platonic Love; Waller's lyrics of Sacharissa; Sir
Francis Kynaston's Amourous Sonnets to Cynthea;
Carew's Four Songs,
by Way of Chorus to a Play at the“~Entertainment of the King and
Queen; Lovelace's ëallad upon a Wedding." Ibid, pp. 54-5
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emerged from the first to scoff at the cult, and those who devised
entertainments in the Platonic vein felt free in the next breath
to ridicule it; thus we have t>ir William D'Avenant in February 1635
producing the Temple of Love which glorified love incorporeal, ad¬
mitting, however, in November 1635 in the preface to the Platonic

d.
Lovers that 'Platonical* is ”a new court epithet scarce understood”,
and introducing into the body of his play some distinctly anti-Pla¬
tonic utterances*
Among Platonic conventions which are discoverable
in the heroic play is that of the many heroic rivals in love, who
except in occasional moments in which they remember their honour
and have a brief duel, entered into regretfully, are uniformly
tolerant of each other, sometimes sworn brothers in the defense of

H
their loved on§ as Acacis and Montezuma in the Indian Queen*
Another Platonic convention exists in that certainty of Almanzor's
thaï fate intended Almahide for him; he discovers this will of
the gods somewhat tardily, and consequently must assert that when
Boabdelin became her betrothed he wooed merely as an ambassador
of Alman^or.

r

-4ie passion for analysing their love which appears in

the debates of the heroic drama, the deification of the heroine, the
servitude in which the heroic lover is governed by his mistress,
the fealty he owes her once he has spoken of love, are all attri¬
butable in part to the influence of the Platonic cult. The unaccount¬
able jealousies of heroic lovers are, however, not in accord with

4.

Platonic love; Astr^e's lover could never be jealous of his rivals,
K. Lynch, op* cifc*, p.'~i5
2. Other rivals of this type are Orbellan, and Cortez in the Indian
hmperor, end Ar? iant and Aurang-Zebe in the play of the latter name.
3* Act II, Scents 3»
4. K. Lynch, op.cit., p. 48
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for that was to argue that he did not sufficiently believe in the
virtue of his mistress; if he were jealous, she was justified in with¬
drawing the "inestimable privilege” of allowing him to serve her.
When Henrietta Maria returned to France, the cult did
not die out in England but was preserved as we have seen in such
a group as the Matchless Orinda’s Society of Friendship

which

resembled the bourgeois imitators of the Hotel de Rambouillet salon
i'hht

sprang up when Madame de Rambouillet retired from society.

By the time of Henrietta^Maria*s return to her native country, the
Platonic cult of the Rambouillet salon had given way to the bour¬
geois coteyies of which Mlle, de Scudery’s was the first, and the
Astr^e

,to the prose romances of Gomberville, Calprenbde, and the

Scudery’s.

Madeline de Scude^ry's salon was in no sense as bour¬

geois as those of her imitators, for she had been

long a distin¬

guished figure in the H&tel de Rambouillet, and when she began her
Saturdays attracted to her salon the aristocrats and literary lions
she had met at the evenings in the Saint-Thomas-du-Louvre. In
her romances Mlle, de Scudéry has given portraits of the people
who gathered about her; she herself appears as Sapho and with no
false modesty the authoress describes those traits of mind and
manner which made persons of "dsprit’1 seek her company. She gives
a charming account of a young gallant who came to her salon under
protest, because he preferred a beauty to the "femme savante”, but
was won to admire her "bien

O'tonné de trouver une femme parlant

agréablement mais simplement, et ne prenant pas du tout les airs
d’une Muse."

^he conversations and pleasures of the £>cud/ry sa¬

lon were not the coquetry and gallantry under a thin disguise of
Platonism, or the pedantic discussions in jargon known only to the
JL. v Cousin, op

eft.Vox, li, p. IVi
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initiates, which.were the earmarks of the ’’fausses précieuses”
who are satirized by Molière in his Les Precieuses Ridicules.

The salon of Mlle, de ^cudéry was devoted to pleasant, unpedantic
conversations, and friendships which were unassailably Platonic.
Madeline herself scornua the affectations of an imitator of her
group in one she calls Damophile, who would gather about her man
skilled in astrology to argue all night in her presence about an
eclipse. This same Damophile and some of her friends came to one
of Mlle, de Scudery’s Saturdays to annoy her with a question on
grammar, to tell her ”à demi-voix, avec une suffisance insupportable,
qu'elle vouloit la consulter sur un doute qu’elle avoit touchant
au vers d’ Hés/iode.”

Mlle, de Scudéry was not discomfited but

quietly assured her guest that she made no pretention to such
erudition. The salon-leader of the Damophile type had her counter¬
part in England in the Duchess of Newcastle.
The romances which Mlle, de Scudéry found time to
write in spite of her devotion to society, with the prose romances
of a few other writers, began the second wave of French influence
on the English heroic play. These prose romances celebrating her¬
oics were well received in France because of the portraits of con¬
temporaries which they contained, but they seem to have been ad¬
mired in England merely for their artificiality and improbable
legends.

At any rate, before the Restoration they were tremen¬

dously popular; translators were kept busy turning the intermnible romances into English so that they appeared on each side
of the channel almost simultaneously.
ou Le Grand Cyprus, and Clélie

Mlle, de Scudéry's Artemfene,

were translated by TV G. esq. 1654,

1. ibid., p. 15l 11 il est vrai que contre l’amour elle
préservatif
Disons-le: Mlle, de Scudéry était
laideur n'était surpasse que par celle de l'homme qui
2. V. Cousin, op.cit. V0i. ii pp. 154-56.

avait un puissant
laide, et sa
plus tard, a>>Rr*c
3^
% de. s
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1655, and Ibrahim

ou 1* Illustre Bassa

written 1641 was translated

by Henry Cogan 1652; Calprenède's Cleopatre

(in twelve parts) was

translated by four men from 1654-9; his Cas sandre was Englished by
Cottefel in 1652; Gomberville’s Polexandre in 1647#
These prose romances of France provided models for
most of the extravagances of the heroic play.

Almanzor’s fantas¬

tic prowess which enabled him to bring victory to whichever side
he gave his strength is somewhat eclipsed in the light of what
Scott says of Artemène in the Grand Cyrus of Mlle, de Scude£y, who
’’upon a moderate computation, exterminates with his own hand, in
the course of the work, at least a hundred thousand fighting men."

X

There the themes of love and honour are found in the familiar
heightened manner of the heroic drama, as well as the lady of
unparalleled beauty and virtue.
The following excerpt from Scud^ry's Civile demon¬
strates how the heroes of the English Restoration heroic play and
the romance were alike in their unbending devotion to their mis¬
tresses. Witness the lover of Civile how the very elements con¬
trive to uproot his lady from his heart: as Aronces walks in the
garden with Civile on the eve of their weddingtsuddenly "all places
resound both with Celestial and Subterranean launders, which by the
terrible convulsions of the Earth seem’d to shake the Center of the
World, and to remit its nature to its Chaos."

There follow, in a

second, flames, hissings, sulphurous odours, torrents, and burning
ashes, but "in the midst of this horrible Earthquake of these
terrible flames of these dreadfull Thunders both Celestialland

1.

Scott-Saintsbury, op.cit., Vol. IV, p. 2
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Subterranean, of those terrible flames, of those Impetuous
Torrents, of this Sulphurous Odor, of those burning stones, of
that Cloud of flaming ashes which destroyed so many men and so many
Flocks where the Earthquake did not extend; in the midst, I say,
of such an imminent Peril, Aronces who saw nothing living but
^himself, entertained his thoughts on nothing but his amiable
Clelia."

After all;Montezuma and Cortez had only to conquer Death

and forfend the wiles of Designing queens.
The French romances like the English heroic play are
set against a romantic background of wars, in remote kingdoms, but
as the hero of the heroic play is always the same whether a Turk,
Jr

a Spaniard, or a Mexican, so the romantic hero, regardless of the
costume he wears, the age he lives in, the religion, or the king
he professes, is at hear a précieuse of the seventeenth century,
and a follower of the Court of Versailles.

The national traits,

the motives of the characters and their temperament is distinctly
French, albeit heroic and idealized, too intangible to be imitated,
so that borrowings from the romances boils down to a replenishing
of the English romantic tradition with new incidents, plots,
exotic scenes, which resulted in emphasis in the heroic play on
plot rather than character, interest in action being sustained
through spectacular surprises, ghosts, duels — a brave show of
incident.

Henry Mynford Hill has shown how deliberately Dryden

introduced into his plots scenes from the romances of Galprenbde,
his Cassandra and Cleopatra in particular.

Hill has drawn up a

list of stock situations frou the two named romances and their
histories which constitute the numerous digressions from the
1. Clelia, An Excellent Hew Romance,' written in French by the
Exquisite Pen of Monsieur de Lcuddry, London, Printed for Humphrey
Moseley and Tho las hring, and are to be sold at their shops, at ihe
Prince Armes in‘^b. Panic's Church-vard. and at the Gaorca In
aat—
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thread of the main story, such as: "The hero, in disguise or
through misfortune reduced from his rightful rank and heritage,
falls violently in love with the daughter or protegee of the
obdurate ruler. This is the case in the main and duplicating plots
of Cassandra and Cleopatra and in the various minor plots. Cf.
Cassandra 7, 120, 188, 347, 367, etc..
*

Cleopatra Part I, pp. 56,

*

i•

84, 218, 277, 319,; Part II, pp. 127, 186, 431, etc." * Against this he
checks incidents from the plot of the Indian Queen, and discovers
that sixteen of twenty-one incidents in Dryden's “fall into the
romance pattern .... the remaining five of the twenty-one parallel
more or less closely single incidents found in one or the other of
the two romances."

The Indian Emperor

bears a similar resemblance;

"in the main plot fifteen (of twenty-two ) of the situations and
incidents are conventional with La Calprenède, of the remaining
seven two are found in Cassandra and Cleopatra....

He further

demonstrates in detail how Almanzor is an imitation of Artaban,
the hero of Cleopatra.

Similarly, Lee, Banks, ^rs. Behn, and

several obscure and unknown playwrights are shown to have drawn

,

2

on the romances of Calprenède.

Ti H. nl. Hill, !La Callprenede1 s komances and the Restoration Drama,
University of Chicago, p. 58.
2. Nicoll, op.cit. p. 86. "Lee is as symptomatic a figure in this
connection as any. Lucius Junius Brut lus (1680) owes a good deal
to Clélie
Banks' Cyrus the Great and Settles* Ibrahim openly
confess their indebtedness (i.e. to L'e Grand Cyprus of the Scudéry* s
and Cleopatre ofCalpreriede.)
D*Avenant is said to have used the romances of Scudery in the
Siege nf Rhodes. Campbell, op.cit.
Vol. xiii, p. 179., discovered
that D'Avenant had departed from Knolles* History of the l‘urkes (1603)
in introducing tbe uhhistorical love affair of Alphonso ana Ianthe;
he believes this to have been taken not from the Ibrahim of- the
Scuddrys*, but from a drama La Perside by Desfontaine.
C. G. Child,
Rise of the Heroic Play, Modern Language Uptes, Vol. 19, pp. 16673 states that he believes that D'Avenant did model his hero,
Alphonso, on Ibrahim; cf. also Nicoll, op.cit., p. 93.
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French drama was available as a model and source of
influence for the English heroic play even earlier than the
French romances.

On January 26, 1637 Joseph Rutter’s transla¬

tion of Corneille’s Le Old was entered on the Stationer's Regis¬
ter at London, and this, as the title-page bears witness, after
the drama had been acted at court and at the Cockpit Theatre in
Drury Lane. This translation was made at the request of the Earl
i co.
of Dorset, who had been^ambassador to the court of Louis XIII,
and its appearance in England antedates the printing of the play
in France which was not made until March 23, 1637. ^t has been
suggested, therefore, that the Earl of Dorset, then Lord Chamberlain to Queen Henrietta-Maria, obtained a manuscript copy of
Corneille's play while it was "still the latest novelty and sen¬
sation" of the Paris stage.

Not only the Queen and the court

were pleased with this drama which had caused a furore in Paris
upon its presentation there, but it was read widely at the time
of its translation and during the inter-regnum, — a second edi¬
tion of the translation being required in 1650. Royalist gentle¬
men on the Continent came under the spell of Corneille’s great
tragedies which were establishing the first real drama of France,
and communicated to those who were more truly exiled upon their coun¬
try estates in England, an enthusiasm for the master dramatist.
Translations of Corxaeille were made under the Commonwealth, those
or Sir William Lower apx earing in 1655 and 1656, Poly eue tens

1, Dorothea Canfield, Corneille and, Racine inEngland (Columbia
Universily Press, New York, 1904.) pp. 3-4
2. Ibid., p. 5.
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being the first, and Horatius the second;

his were very inferior

translations but in spite of this well received, -- evidence of the
singular unison of opinion of the Royalist at home and abroad
with regard to the superiority of French literary products.

Of

this tendency Dorothea*Canfield remarks: ’’The French court possessed
in its stability, properly and clearly defined position all that
the scattered, impecunious Cavaliers wished for their King,
and they came to regard it as an ideal in all respects,

The

I,

great writers who were its lights were looked upon as models.”
Charles and his courtiers, in spite of*the fact that they had
often not enough to eat, spent wh^t money thej could command upon
dancing, fiddlers and actors.

One who spied upon Charles and

his court at Bruges writes: ’'There is now a company of French
comedians at Bruges who are very punctually attended by Charles
Stuart and his court, and all the ladies htere; their most solemn day of acting is the Lord's day,"

It is possible that while

in Holland Charles saw or read Le Cid, for the play had been
translated into Dutch and is said to have “enjoyed a considerable
*3*
popularity."
The return of Charles and his courtiers stimulated
the translation of rhymed French plays which the sovereign in
1 articular was known to admire.

Orrery, as we have seen, en¬

couraged the llatchless Orinda in her translation of Corneille's
Pompde in 1662; the authoress had added reason to apply herself
zealously to this translation,for she knew that "certain persons
ih
of Honour”, — Waller,'•Earl of Dorset and several others of Charles*
court were engaged in translating the s^me work, and she was eager
to bring hers out lest "The other Translation done by so many
1. Dorothyiop. cit., P» 18»
2. Ocmom Airy, Charles il (Longmans, Green, and Co,, London,1904.)
pp 126-9.
3. Dorothea. C‘tnfield, Ibid., footnote.

eminent hands will otherwise appear first and throw this into
everlasting obscurity; unless it gets as much the start of that
1.
in Time as it comes behind it in Merit." Mrs. Philips however
completed her Pompey in 1662, while the translation by "certain
persons of Honour" did not appear until 1664.
Corneille's Pompée,

whether in Mrs. Philips' trans¬

lation or Waller's, was long popular on the-London stage.

It

appears that although these translations of Corneille were alto¬
gether delightful to the Gallicized tastes of the followers of
Charles who took a genuine and unaffected delight in the foreign
theatre, they were beyond the ken of a middle class Londoner such
as Pepys. For him, and those like him who had not been brought
into contact with the new theatre of love and honour of the con¬
tinent, these plays appeared tiresome and were saved from utter
banality only by the introduction of antic dances between the
2.
acts. Horace to Pepys was "a silly tragedy”, and Waller's Pompey
the Great "ameane play."
The English dramatists, however, who had had through
these translations an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the
classic drama wh'ch Charles had admired in France, imitated
Corneille in plays of their ovm making.

They not only adopted

the rhyme of the French plays, and attempted in so far as it
was

compatible with anEnglish dramatist, to respect the classical

unities of Senecan traged^rhich were observed in the Corneillian
■3Tï—Duru

Ihei Canfl’CTcT^ op. cit. , p, 52
2. Ibid., p. 483. Ibid., p. 58.
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drama, but they also became apt students of the love and honour
conflicts .©£• the Frenc'

plays.

The presence of these idealized

passions of love and honour, duty, personal glory, in the plays
of Corneille were in keeping with the social staidards of the
court society of Louis XIII and his successor.

Corneille incor¬

porated in Le Cid those conventions of his age which held that
only noble persons were capable of an absorbing desire to advance
themselves in glory, and of defending that ideal of personal
honour which Dryden held to be so absurd a passion, an age in
which nobles were amused to affect that ancient chivalric code
of knight errantry in service of a fair lady

in lieu of more

strenuous duties in foreign and domestic wars, then so sadly
wanting.

Colbert 3earles, a recent editor of Corneille’s first

heroic tragedy writes of Le Cid:

’’What may seem to us overdrawn

and exaggerated in these or other scenes was not at all so taken
in the proper environment— the environment in which they were
1.
written.” He explains that these nobles, deprived of wars, went
about with chips on their shoulders, anxious for any passing but
derogatory reflection upon their exalted sense of honour which would
serve as an excuse for a duel, with the result that between 1589 and
1607 more than four thousand of them had thus fallen by the sword, —
bringing about those endless and inadequate measures passed at
the instigation of Richelieu beginning in 1602 when duelling was
made a capital offence, and repeated with little avail in 1613,
1617, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1634, until at last Richelieu

Tl

Colbert Bearles, editor of Le Cid par lierre Corneille
and Co, Boston, 1924.) p. xxiv.

(Crinn

.
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exclaimed to Louis XIII,

"Il s'agit de couper la gorge aux

duels ou aux d’dits de Votre Majesté.”
It is understandable that the exaggerated and com¬
plex conflict of love and duty which tormented the lovers in
Le Cid,— Rodrigue who must kill the father of Chimtene whom he
loves because Le Gormas struck his father who is too old to
defend himself in a duel, casting a blemish upon the honour
of the family which Rodrigue must avenge,— Chimbne, who when
her father has been killed by her betrothed is forced through
a fantastic sense of duty to put aside her love and in turn
avenge her father, exclaiming "the blackest envy will applaud
me and lament my sorrows when they see that I adore you, yet
E. •
pursue thee,” --- that heroics such as these should charm the
French nobles of Louis XIV

and his predecessor.

There appears,

however, to be no similar aspirations to personal heroism and
self glorifications animating the courtiers of Charles II*s court
which can explain the appearance in the English heroic play of
the conflict of love and honour and exaggerated heroes ‘'seeking
immortal glory”, unless it is that these elements were directly
appropriated from the admired and much translated Corneille.

1. Searles, op. cit., p, xxv*. ’
2. Henry M. Trollope, Corneille and Racine (Philadelphia,
J. B. Lippincott Company) p. 39.

.
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On the whole, however, writers of English Restoration
tragedy, excepting Orrery, whose heroic drama was so Gallicized
as to be unpopulardid not imitate the chill philosophy of
the drama of Corneille,

"la philosophie de la volonté, et la

conception de l'amour raisonable."

2.,

Dryden, a typical repre-

g.

sentative of the heroic school, professed, however, to be cautious
in his dealings with French novels; although he found fault
with native dramatists, he prizes them above the French.

His

loyalty to the Elizabethan tradition appears in the introduction
of scenes of horror, torture, fighting and bloodshed into his
heroic dramas, such elements as were not to be found in Corneille.
The bombast and rant which Dryden retained even after he abandoned
rhyme had but slender relation to the exalted language of the French
romances and drama.
In summary, French influence of the seventeenth century
contributed Platonism, plots, and incidents from the romances, and
rhyme and additional emphasis on love anr3 honour conflicts from
the drama.

These elements served to heighten and intensify the

nascent artificialities, bombast, love and honour themes, which
were already present in the Pre-Restoration drama, a heritage which
forced the esteem of Dryden in spite of the many imperfections in
it which he. deplored.
Yi Nicoll, op. cit. p. ÏÜQ
2. Gustave Lanson, Esquisse d* Histoire de la Tragédie Frangaise
(Librairie Ancienne Honore" Champion, Paris, 1927) p. 72
3. D'Avenant, as Nicoll points out, is like man;/ Englishmen* severely
critical in his attitude towards anything French, op. cit. p. 88
4. Ibid, p. 121
5. H. W. Hill, op. cit., pp. 83-84, and W.S.Clark,on.cit. pp.55-60,
attribute the bombastic language and the extravagant similitudes to
the heroid poem of which species Oiarks lists seven written between
1650 and 1660, Gondlbert among them. Clark makes a distinction be¬
tween language, lofty and exalted in the manner of the romances to be
found in the Indian Queen and the Indian Emperor,--and the bombastic
diction of the epic poems' anl the Concluest of Grandda.

o r\
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Chapter VI
The importance of the contributions made to the English
theatre bp Cir Villi am D’Avenant in his capaaity as theatrical manager
both during the Commonwealth and subsequent to the Restoration ha 3
been accorded general recognition.

To him belong^ the distinction

of having been the first to introduce actresses uion the English
stage, putting an end thereby to such an histrionic absurdity as
a heroine with her countenance vizarded to hide the impersonator’s
beard,^*an<3 incidently making

ffi,

difficult the retention of that de-

p
vicemso de->r to the Pre-Commonwealth dramatist by i hich many a
love-lorn maiden was permitted to serve her loved one in the £uise
of a page.

D'Avena.nt made the innovation, no doubt, because he had

observed the success of actresses on the French stage. He had been
only a fe^ ye- rr in England, following his second exile^in Prance,

1. D’Avenant's editors in the Preface to the edition of 1072, write:
•'The beard, in Shakespeare's time, ap„e:rS to h; ve been regarded as
a gre't hindrance to the impersonation of women by the m le actors,
who when occasion dnrarnded, ha,d recourse to vizards, as may be in¬
ferred by a _as sage in A Fidsunmer Right’s Dream. Piute objects to
playing a women’s .art because he has "a beard aconing;" but Quince
tells him how to obviate the difficulty, s-’ÿcing: "that ' s all one; you
shall play it in a mask, and you may speaa as small as you will."
Tories of D'Avenant. Hàidment-Logan edit, (London, Cothern and Co.,l&7g)
Vol.i, p.lxv.
2. Prom Pepys we discover jist how succesful some of the actors were
in these impersonations: (’August 17,1GC0).. . . "to the Cockpit play
The Loyall Subject, where one Finaston, a boy, acted the Duke's
sister, but rmde the lovliest 1. dy that ever I saw in my life;"
(Jan. 16C0-1).. . ."s-w the Silent Woman
Finaston, the boy had
the good turn to appear in three shapes: first, ss r i oor woman in
ordinary clothes to please Iloroce; then in fine clothes as a gallant,
and in them was clearly the pret'iest worn.-n in the vhole house; and
lastly as a man, and then likewise did appear the handsomest man in
the house." op.cit..T>n.lxvi-vii.
3. The page, Dellario, in Phil*-ster is typic 1.
4. D’Avenant first fled to Prance in 1641 rfterjhaviijg been refused
of taking mart in a PoyatLiSt conspiracy to bring~up~ti
timidate the Puritan Parliament.
In 1642 he returned to England but
folio-ring the defeat of the Royalists at Harston Foor in 1644 he
again, took refuge in Prance.

when he produced in 1656 the First Part of the Siege of Phodes;
Mrs. Coleman-^app eared as Ianthe, the first English woman therefore
to appear on the stage.
attributable to

Another contribution to the theatre is

D*„A venant* s

residence in France, and that is the

introduction of elaborate scenery into drama.

Although this novelty

increased attendance upon the theatre yet it was felt by some to
subordinate the purely dramatic element of a play to mere show and
spectacle;

such magnificence was held to be in the province of the

masque, and pastoral.
The significance of D'Vvenant's position as a pioneer
in the writing of heroic pla.ys is held by many to be exaggerated, how¬
ever, and in no manner às evident or established as his contributions
as a dramatic producer.

Those who question the genuineness of

Vfit.t"
1. Tfaidment-Logan op.cit. jp.lxiv . Ilrs. Coleman however did not
speak the role buyaerely sr ng. Joseph Ehight editor of Roscius
Anglic an us (London,!. Y.r. Jarvis and Son, 1336), p.vi. ;Haselton
Spencer. Shakespeare Improved (Cambridge, Harvard University Press 19£7)
p.39 says that on Dec. 3,1660 the first vcman to appear as a pro¬
fessional actress played the part of Desdemona in "The moore of
f Uenice."; her name was Itrs. Hughes; H. E. Hollins, op;,cit. .p.S15
discovers that women took part in rope dancing on the Commonwealth
stage and suggests that this is the "real beginning of women's
professional appearances on the English stage."
£. Pepys,13th.July 1663:"To the Royal Theatre; here we saw The faithChepeardesse. a most simple thing, and yet much thrcngec. a.fter
a.nd often shown, but it is only for the scene's sake, which is
very fine indeed, and worth seeing." Eaidment-Logan op.cit.pp.lxiii-iv.

D’Avenantes efforts in the field of heroic

Irama either cast out

Dryden’s direct evidence- that the type proceeded from the Siege of
Rhodes,

s ying tint Eryden was simply taking D’Avenoiit’s word for it^-"

that he had written an heroic drama-opera in the Siege of Rhodes.—
Drydcn here being uncritical "because anxious to accumulate as many
precedents, English and classical, as possible,to throw the critics
off the track as to his outright "borrowing from modern French
sources,^--or else they attack the right of D’Avenant to call the
Siege of Fhodes arfheroic play.

These latter objectors apply the"

arbitrary rule of rhyme to D’Avenant’s play and finding that it is
but partly in heroic couplets, and the rest lyric, assert that
D’Avenant wrote an opera but no heroic play.
bden answered by Child:

These critics^have

"Rolzhausen-.... omits to note that this

measure (i.e. heroic couplet) is characteristically used for the
more purely dramatic portions, that the use of other measures is
simply incidental to its operatic form, and that, when these occur,
the heroic conception quite as markedly dominated both characteriza-

4,
tion and sentiment.”
A reading of the Siege of Rhodes discloses hot/ closely
5
Dryden followed this "excellent groundwork" laid by D’Avenant.

1. D’Avenant in his dedication of the Siege of Rhodes to the Earl of
Clarendon,1G63, says: "Dramatik poetry meets with the srme persecution
now, from such who esteem themselves the most refin'd and civil, as
it ever did.from the barba,rous. And yet whilst those virtuous
enemies deny heroioue wlrys to the gentry
" D’Avenant*s Love
and Honour and the Siege of Rhodes, er .J.’7.Tupper,p.lC7.
•2 A'T. 3.Clark, orp^cit.p. 54; C3.
3.IIolzhauseiir, "Englische Studien,"13-416n, in particular.
4. C.C.Child.op,cit.y.167
5. "An Ssc' y of Heroic flays", 7.P.Ter op.cit., Vol.i, p.150.

.
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In this model he found the stirring hritie scenes, lore and honour
conflicts, debates over love, jealously rnd honour,-spectacle, heroic
stock characters in a §uise scarcely lesri exrggereted than those
of the heroic plays he was to fashion upon D’Aten suit fs example.
Like so n^ny heroic plays to cone after it the Stege Of Phodes
has a setting not altogether at variance with history;^most of the
characters end situations were drawn from Enolle^ Ilistoirie of the
Turkes, brought out in London in 1603.

The lovers are D’Avenant*s

contribution to Ihollesj^he intendeo to "sc^en

m:

rtial encounters

between Solyirrn and the Rhodians, with intermingling the conjugal
3
vettues of Alphonso and Ianthe." In this is the pattern by which
Dryden and many of the heroic dramatists proceeded,-a semi-historical
background presenting a siege or the flourish of battle on any
pretext, with whose tumult might be interwoven the fate of two lovers.
The prererving of their love and honour is by far the most important
element in the play; It is not the Turkish conruestaf Rhodes, nor
the defection of allied powers from the Rhodian cause that concerns
the dramatist; these stirring times merely serve aa a means to in¬
tensify the honour and valor of Ianthe.

1. J.T".Tupper in his Bd les Lettres edition of the Stege of Rhodes
cuotes exerpts from Indies which were closely followed by D’Avenant,
and points out some of his anachronisms; he has Solyman annoyed
because Roxolrii- is trying to further the political fortunes of her
son over "Solyman* s son, Ilustapha^ by a concubine; but this «was m. ny
years later", in 1553,whereas Solym n l,.id seige to Rhodes in 1522.
Footnotes 220. p.345 and 233. p. 348.
2. The only Alphonso discoverable in Indies, is r Spaniard, "chief
pilot of the Rhodirn galleys, who with a hundred Latin volunteers
joined the Rhodians fro:. Crete
" Ibid», footnote 190 p. 342.
3. "Dedication of the Siege of Rhodes to the Earl of Clarendon", J.Y..
Tupper, ou.cit..-p.188.

r- *
Honour and love cause her to proceed

C*0.
- *

in "battle array through the ‘lines

of the heathen and "blood-thirsty Turks to seek her husband, Duke Alphonso, who has been, out of honour, forced to stay to share the
misfortunes of Rhodes \Thich he was visiting at the time the '{siege
was first laid.

The fortunes of this was provide many occasions

for a show of honour; Solyman is won by the virtue, valor and
honour of Ianthe who was seized only after a day-long battle be¬
tween her two galleys and the Turkish' fleet in which the heroine
"...urged their courage where they boldly fought,
And many shun’d the dangers which she soughtj"
(The Scége of Rhodes, Actll)
and his honour prompts him to forget her beauty and allow her
to pass in safety to the besieged island.

Thereafter the memory

of this î'great example of a Christian wife" halts a iroposed
battery,

Golyman declares:
"The respect of this day
To vertuous love shall pay
A debt long dite for all my victories,
•.Dispatch a trumpet to the town
Summon In,nthe to be gone
Safe with her lord. Vhen both are free
And in their course to Sicily,
Then Rhodes shall for that valour mourn
Ahich stops the hast of our return."
Uct III)

Honour, however, will not allow Ianthe and Alphonso to accept
this safe conduct.

Alphonso explains:

"To be o’rcome by his victorious sword
"Will comfort to our fall afford;
Our strength may yield to his; but tis not fit
Cur vertue should to his submit;
In that, Ianthe, I must be
Advanc’d, and greater far than he."
Golyman is not to be deprived of honour, however, and cautions
his soldiers to spare Alphonso and Ianthe when they have conquered
Rhodes;

the one they cannot fail to recognise because of his cour¬

age which makes him known to all but cowards, and Ianthe because
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she is:
"....so fair th t none ca.n be
llistaken, amongst thousands, which is she,"
( tct iv)
The battle which ensues uj>on the Turkish assault of Rhodes provides
a

familiar test of the love and honour of the hero.

In the thick

of the fight Alphonso is advised that Ianthe is lying wounded in
the English bulwark, and that Tillerius,’Grand Easter of Rhodes,
is being hotly a-ssailed in another bulwark.

Alphonso must choose:

"Ey staying here, you must Ianthe lose,
\7ho ventured life and fame for you;
Or your great master quite forsake,
Elio to your childhood first did shew
The ways you did to honour take."
(Act v)
Although he is urged,implored to hasten,Alphonso undertakes a de¬
bate in the proper heroic vein:
"This riddle is too sad and intricate
The hardest that was e're proposed" Jjy Pate,
Honour and pitty have
Of both too short a time to choosèî
Honour the one would save,
Pity would not the other lose."
Of course he decides for love; he calls it "pitjy".
"I \7ill as swiftly to my mistres fly;
Through ambush,fire and all impediments
The witty cruelty of war invents."
(Act V)
This disdain of all the engines and terrors of war when love is
at stake,as expressed,might have been spoken by Almanzor.
The Siege of Phodes abounds in trials of J.ove and hon¬
our; almost every speech contains some reference to honour,and
there are few actions not motivated by it. In the second part
of the play,a defense of the honour of Ianthe,who has gone to
make terms for Rhodes with Solyman and been retained there by
the Turk who would take this strange vray to cure Roxolana of
her jealousies,causes the whole Rhodian force to sally against

the invincible Turk, Vhen Alphonso is captured by Solyman's
forces,he is condemned to die because he suspected Solyman’s
honour,but because Ianthe came to the Turkish camp without
bodyguard or passport,trusting only to the Turk’s honour,
Alphonso is freed for her sake and she is moreover allowed to
make conditions of peace for Rhodes. Solymans avers:
"I am content it should recorded be,
That,when I vanquisht Rhodes,you conquered me."
(Act V)
In this manner the brave war is tamely disposed of after tjie
honour of all the principal characters has been proven: Alphonso’s to Rho'des,when he shares in their siege,and to Ianthe when
he denounces his jealousies; Solyman’s to the heroine; Ianthe*â
to Alphonso in the demonstration of which she bsaves the dan¬
gers of war to remain with him; Solyman’s to Roxolana in which
he is aided by the overwhelming evidence of Ianthe’s heroic
virtue; and finally the whole Rhodian army's to Ianthe when the
generals *joyn*d their swords for grieved Ianthe and not for

rjiodes* •
Besides the heroic setting and heroic preoccupation with
.love and honour,Dryden found in that "exaèllent groundwork",
characters who although not as extravagantly heroic as Almanzor,Almahide,Iyndaraxa,and Boabdelin,yet are obviously of the
heroic school. Ianthe is the typical heroine,the self-confident
mistress and arbitrer of her lover’s actions; her valour and
honour are such as to make Alphonso jealous as Ozmyn was of
Benzayda in the Conquest of Granada: "
"Thou hast,Ianthe,honour won
But mine alas,will be undone
Por as thou valiant wer’t for me,
I shall a coward grow for thee."
(Act Ill^Part I)

.
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Her "beauty is that of all heroic ladies,so perfect that those
who see her hecone inevitably her slaves. Solyman asserts that
all fiorms of beauty are "reconciled” in Ianthe. Even Roxolana
who looks upon her as a rival must admit that Ianthe surpasses
her in beauty. Alphonso is the pattern of the valiant lover of
the later heroic plays,but he is lacking in their rants and
bombastic self-eulogies. Solyman. reports of Alphonso's indom¬
itable bravery on the battlefields
"That flame of valour in Alphonso's eyesi
Outshines the light of all my victoriesI
Those who were slain when they his bulwark storm'd,
Contented fall
As vanquish'd well*
Those WhoiwerelleftialtyeiiriiayinOWii ' ’
Eecause their valour is by his reform'd,
Hope to make others bow."
(Act V,Part I)
Although Alphonso never boasts that he is indispensable
to the victory of any army,as Almanzor does,yet the Rhodians
held him to be just such an Achilles of their forces; he fights
"as if all Asia were his valour's prey",and,
"The soldiers call,Alphonsol Thou hast taught
The way to all the wonders they have wrought
"Who now refuse to fight
But in thy valour's sight."
(Act V,Part I)
This needed but little heightening in order to become such
prowess that its possessor,Almanzor,must always sing its
praises.
Roxolana,who jaalauoly assails the heroine and would
take her life because of jealousy,is a shadowed portrait of
Zempoalla,H&rmahal,and Almeriajup until the time she is con¬
vinced of Ianthe*s virtue she resembles these cruel designing
queens in almost every respect,except one,that she is not in
love with the hero; - however,by means of a letter,she causes
Alphonso to suspect the honour of Ianthe,the stock situation of

-04;
the heroic play in which either the heroine distrusts her lover
because of the villainess,as Cydaria suspects Cortez’s honour
in The Indian Efrrperor|Or the hero,because of the machinations
of the disappointed,jealous woman feels that his mistress is
untrue as Almanzor is forced to think Almahide is dishonorable.
In the Admiral of Rhodes appears,also indistinctly
drawn,the type character of the generous rival,who out of
respèct,friendship or honour defers to the love of the hero.
Solyman is a compound of two patterns of the heroic character,
the villain-rival and the noble rival. In this play he sepa¬
rates the hero and heroine,his motive being admiration of
l&n the, which after her virtue dominates him changes to a de¬
sire to retain her in his camp in order to test Roxolana’s
belief in his honour. He is on the whole,irréprochable but the
effect of his conduct on the hero is the same as if he sought
to estrange the love of Ianthe. Alphonso rushes into combat
to defend his mistress just as Aureng-Zebe,and Almanzor do.
This theh was the character of the only new play to
delight Restoration audiences; when it was first played at
Lincoln’s Inn Fields,Downes reports that "All Parts being
Justly and Excellently Perfoftfted; it continued Acting twelve
Days without Interruption with great applause." This contin¬
uous run is significant,for Restoration managers were con¬
strained to offer new plays almost every day in order to at-

1•
tract anyone to their performances. The audience was drawn from
UTicolltOP. cit. ,p.26. "ITo play,however brillant,however splendid¬
ly produced,however popular by means of poetic beauty or of im¬
moral suggestion,could count on a run of over a few days......
even if each member of the audience did visit the same play
twice,a run of a week was about all that was possible."

.
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such a limited group that the same persons came to the playhous
day after day,this preventing any "but an extraordinarily popu¬
lar play from having more than two or three successive perform¬
ances. In view of the great vogue of this first heroic play,
there seems to he no reason to doubt that Dryden recognized
those elements which made it a heroic play,and had other than
D'Avenant's assertion that it was heroic; and little reason
besides to den»J,against the evident similarity as tp essentials
of this play to Dryden'd heroic dramas,Dryden's statement that
he was indebted to D'Avenant for the "excellent groundwork" for
heroic plays which had been provided in the Siege of Rhodes,
There was no need for him to look to Prance for models when he
had before him an English heroic play,established in popularity
In it are the same type characters developed out of the roman¬
tic drama,which we hâve seen resembled the perfect heroic
types of Dryden's plays,artificialized,and more truly,virtues
personified than the characters of romantic drama. Dryden,in
spite of this artficiality,found that D'Avenant had remained too
close to the proportions of real life,and when he wrote his
heroic plays professed to aim at the levels of conduct of per¬
sons in the heroic poem,with the result that he still further
exaggerated the virtues of the valour of the hero, - as well as
the forces opposing love,honour,and valour. He had to add but
very little to Ianthe whose "pattern of virtue" was complete
without altering,

Alphonso left a good deal to be desired in

self-appreciation,and the action wanted the spectacular duels,
counter plots a£ . wicked kings and queens,suicides,hairbreadth
escapes from sacrifice,revelations of identity,the bewildering
perèpètea,which Dryden supplied in unstinted measure.
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Aside from Dryden’s imitation of the Siege of Rhodes.
there are several other reasons why thés play should resemble
the perfect heroic type. T^e influencing forces,French romances

1.

and drama,and the plays of Beaumonÿ,Fletcher and Webster,
which are said to have heightened the heroic tone of Dryden's
plays acted also on the first heroic drama,the Siege of Rhodes.
D'Avenant's first plays were written when the tragi¬
comedies of Beaumont and Fletcher were popular,recognized mod¬
els of what now-a-days would be termed"good theatre". D'Avenant
throughout his career as dramatist and producer was sensitive to
the demands of audiences,at times anticipating the trend their
interest would take as he did in the Siege of Phodes,presenting
as early as 1656 those ornaments of the French theatre which wwre
to charm the incoming court of Charles II,- actresses,scenery,
heroic rhyme and heroic sentiments. Similarly,in 1634,he was
among the first to do honour to the queen's interest in the cult
of Platonic love. D'Avenant,furthermore,was the first to attempt
an English imitation of the French heroic romances,his heroic
poem Gondibert preceding Orrery's Parthenissa,a prose imitation
of 1654.2,
1. "He/heightened his"characterS.'.'fr'çm,the^Eyamplè+of Corneille"
and some French ^poêts"~.~Drÿdë n”,"An Essay of Heroic "Plays,W.P.
Kêr..op.cit.,Vol.I,p.149.
2. Dryden held that a heroic drama should imitate a heroic poem;
D’Avenant that a heroic poem should resemble drama structually.
Thomas IIobbeSjITlie Answer to the Preface of Gondibert",v/rites:
ÏThe figures therefore of an epic poem,and of a tragedy,ought to
be the some,for they differ no more but in that they are pro¬
nounced by one,or many persons; which I insert to justify the
figure of yours,consisting of five books divided into songs,or
cantos; as five acts dividèd into scenes,has ever been the ap¬
proved figure of a tragedy." The English Y/orks of Thomas'Hobbes,
Sir Gillian Holesworth ed.,(John Bohn,London,1740) p,444.
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It is not surprising*therefore,to find D'Avenant model¬
ling his first dramatic attempts,upon the romantic drama of
Beaumont ; aftd ..Eletcher; .Alipvine and the Cruel Brother .Both pro¬
duced in 1630,lave the characteristics r'êmotë''setting, in each
case,Italy. The Just Italian.1630.The Unfortunate lovers and
The Bair Favorite,Both of 163C,continue in the trend of Beau¬
mont and Fletcher. They are romantic plays in "which the type
characters,situâtions,extravagant language of love and valour,
in the earlier dramatists,Became in the imitations by this
vastly less skillful dramatist,a step closer to the heroic
types; the characters are unreal"patterns",of vittue such as
Eumena and the queen in The Fair Favorite,and of evil as Gal«

eotto in the The Unfortunate lovers* Stock incidents,which
center in the suspected virtue of the heroine,the self-sacrifice
of the rival-friend~,Vnd the ill-fortunes of the self-abnegating
£

love-lorn maiden,appear with these virtues and griefs further
magnified over the models of the"Twin Dramatists".
In Philaster Arethusa is suspected by her lover of
bestwwing her favors on the page*- really,the love-lorn maiden
Euphrasia. The beauty and talents of this youth are known to
Philaster,who sends the supposed page to attend Arethusa; when
his most trusted friends advise him that she is false,it is not
altogether incongrous that he be brought to doubt her; her
father, the king-,is likewise convinced that his daughter is guilty.
1. Eumena,in The Fair Favorite .and Arthiopa in The Unfortunate Lovers
C. The'queen of The rair Favorite,and Amorantha of The Unfortunate
Lovers.
3, Amadore in The Fair Favorite,and Erince Ascoli in The Unfortunnte lovers.
fV"-’—■ ■■■
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The point is that their suspicions of the lady’s virtue,mistaken
it is true,are not at all unbounded,in spite of the fact that
f*

»

Arethusa up until the last of Act II appears to be irréprochable#
In The Fair Favorite,however, we have the impossible situation in
which all forces in opposition to the fair Eumena come to nought
because they dare to suspect her apparently questionable con¬
duct. Eer brother Oramont and Anadore the noble rival of the
king and the friend of Oramont enter a duel to the death be¬
cause Oramont ehtertains serious doubtd of his sister’s virtue,
Amadore had been von from this treasonable appraisal of the
4 * H’

lady mereljr by a single glimpse of her beauty. He visits «reXA i-

i

solved to abduct her/Hshus puts an end to the king’s adoration
of her and his friend’s"melancholy sickness”. The unlucky
Amadore realizes his heinous crime after a brave show of
frighting her into a confession and cries out:
"...•••«.«••I am lost,betray’d!
And by the easiness of friendship wrought
Basely to place suspicions on a saint.
Upon my knee,I beg you,by
Your hasty pardon,would prevent that curse,
That black dishonourhich your brother’s
Jealousy might upon j^our se:t."
(Pair Favorite,Act III)
He goes from her presence to inform Oramont that:
”

Thy sister I

'Have seen,and lrnov her to be pure,as first
Created light,ne1., spreading buds,and flovers,
Ee’er handled in their groi&h,are not
Eore innocently s^eet
(Act IV,Cc,l)
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That he could be of such a mind, even after her supernatural
beauty had cast a spell over him is at least wondrous.

Oramont

is maddened b\f his friend's obtuseness and draws his sword.
Indeed Oramont seems to be the only sane person in this
fantastic court, - for he alone is impressed by the obvious
evidence of his sister's defection. All thé world besides is
intended by the dramatist to honor Eumena in spite of the
fact that all know that their virtuous queen is denied the
presence of her lord because of Eumena,

Her brother refuses

to be Ransomed by a casket of jewels which the king has
bestowed upon the Fair Favorite and she herself tells Oramont,
who says of the king,"I dare not call him yet your lover”, that "....were the King a lover, sir, I can not think that
word would injure me."

The artificiality of the conflict about

the Fair Favorite's character has a heroic cast, for it is
discovered that Eumena in spite of the overwhelming evidence to the
contrary is in fact all that Amadore reports of her "pure as
first created light". Even the queen, dispossessed of her
husband's love, recognizes the priority of Eumena's claim
and advises the King that she "will hasten to Eumena, sir, and
woo in your behalf." (Act IV)

The incident in Philaster

may be trumped-up but it is sufficiently substantiated so that
the heroe's conduct will not be ridiculous; whereas little
short of a miracle,-evidence of Eumena's beauty, and a
devotion to the cult of Platonic love,—could make plausible
the conduct of all, except Oramont, who are aware of Eumena*s
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place in the court. This artificializing is a step toward
the heroic, and the saintly heroine against whose virtue only
superficial doubts are raised, to be promptly dissipated.
Almahide in the Conquest of Granada is severely accused but
a sensational device or two clear her; a tournament and a
dying confession of one of the villians.

Eumena

is cleared in

her brother's eyes by the timely admonitions of her confessoç
whcj Oramont tells the Queen,
"Unlock'd my sister's secret breast, and laid
It open to my eyes, shew'd me her heart,
Until my jealousy receiv'd a strong
And certain cure."
(Act V)
If he had any other doubts they were stilled by the king's
sudden capitulation to the charms and virtue of his Queen,
"a miracle of love" and the Yevelation that after all Amadore
was not killed in the duel

that instead he has revived to

wed the Fair Favorite.
Amadore in this play is an artificialized imitation of
such a character as Melantius in The Maid's Tragedy, - both

A

undertake to avenge a friend upon the wicked heroine.

The

motives of Melantius are in the Romantic drama very much
more tinderstandable than Amadore's.

He has long been the

friend of Amintor and when he discovers that Evad/te has

1. Eumena, at any rate, appears to be as wicken as Evadtfe ac¬
tually is.

îêi

betrayed his friend’s honor, he cortwWs her, although she is
his sister^ on pain of death to take the life of the King who has
howÇVw.R',»

forced her to dishonor Amintor.

AmadoreAenters the action

of the Fair Favorite almost out of thin air; he is the son of
the Tuscan general who took Oramont captive in Italy; Amadore
IN

follows Oramont, whom he had visited^when he lay captive
and wounded, with a pardon from his father, pleading,"Why
should the valiant to the valiant be unkind"; they immediately
vow an immortal friendship (Act II). This again is nearer to those
artificial situations in the heroic drama than to the extrava¬
gant loyalties of Melantius.

It suggests the sudden generosities,

friendships which unite enemies and rival lovers in the heroic
plays of Dryden, - for instance Acacis and Montezuma in The
Indian Queen.
The Queen of the Fair Favorite,

is

an advance in arti¬

ficial iti«jof the love-lorn maiden t^pe. Aspatio^
Tragedy

in The Maid’s

had no particular malice against Evadne but she did not

minimise the wrong which had been done her. On every occasion
she takes opportunity to upbraid Amintor and Evadne. The Queen
in The Fair Favorite, however, would considerately retire to
a nunnery so that she may not reproach the love of The King
and Eumena even by her presence.

She reminds Eumena:

"Rest sure, this solitary shape is not
In envious anger worn, because
The King continues constant to your love;
Your meritorious beauty had the fate
To be his first kind choice; he c'oes you right,

.
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And me no injury, to let that love
Continue growing where it first took root.

(Act III).
Abnegation of this sort is due to the influence of the cult
of Platonic love which denies jealousy; the Queen grants the
King permission to love Eumena, explaining:
Peculiar and distinct
Affections are but small derived parts
Of what we call the universal love;
And universal love, undoubtedly
Must be the best, since

f

tis ascrib’d to heaven.

(Act IV)
An artificializing element of this kind advances the
character of the love-lorn maiden from the militantly
sorrowful Aspatia to the watery-eyed type found in Melisinda
of Aureng Zebe , who vapidly accepts Morat’s preferment of
Tndamora.
The Just Italian, 1630, presents in Alteza a combination
of two romantic types; harly in the play she is the wantonly
ihiguitious woman, such a one as Megra in Philos ter,

but she is

no sooner scorned than she becomes repentant and appears
henceforth as the persecuted, heroine of shining virtue.
In this play are two lovers who resemble TBenzayda and Ozmyn of the
Conquest of Granada « Scoperta and Sciolto discover tbeir love
under more propilious circumstances than Dryden's pair but

.
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they are apprized of each other1s love in the manner typical
of the heroic play.

They love at sight and confess it in

the next breath:
Sciolto:

’’.....when first I spy'd the grace

And lustre of thy shape, methought I lov’d,
And my sick heart inform’d me love was good
Scoperta:

And you when I beheld, I said to heaven

0 make but his immortal part like to
The garment nature clothes it in, and he'll
Remain a type, from whom shall be deriv’d
The prophets and the Kings that rule the earth,”
(Act III.)
Romantic lovers are equally possessed by love but the conquest
is more engrossing and does not lend itself to the glib ana¬
lysis to which Scoperta and Sciolto here submit their passion;
therein is an approach to the love casuistry of the heroic
play.

Like Benzayda and Ozmyn they are visited with imprison¬

ments and more than once death threatens them but they are
unshaken in their devotion to c?ach other. Sciolto resembles the
romantic lover in that the efficacy of his deeds is so often
in inverse ratio to the brave promises he makes his lady*
Sciolto boasts of the valor with which Scoperta's love has in¬
spired him:
”Go noble maid, wert thou divided from
My reach, by sheets of elemental fire,
By streams of reeking blood, by purple mists,
Which cannons on their acclamations breathe,

io4.

Or winds when met to blow each other from
The earth, yet I would |>ull thee to my heart.”
And then, although he is one of the best swordsmen in Florence,
he is taken by Scoperta's broJher Alt&moWt, the -lust It^iHon,
who sees in him the scoundrel

he believes has cozened both

his sister and his wife; he is immediately powerless,“truss’d
like a pullet”, and falls to upbraiding his stars whose "in¬
fluence is so weak that at this distance babes may blow ’em
out." (Act IV).

In this futility he is like the romantic

lover in the face of adversity, - incapable of the extravagant
prowess of the heroic lover whose deeds often make good his
vaunts.

Sciolto is not as consistent in the acceptance of

ill-fortune as inevitable as either Philaor Am£nt@r; he
does

not attempt his life in despair at the moment when Scoperta

is to die; although he is in chains, it is at this crisis that
he reveals himself a true ancestor of Almonzor, the indomitable; .
He storms:
”0 my hot rage!

I could

Spit fire till I enkindle yonder grove,
Raising a flame that might perplex the Earth,
And make ’em think that heaven had dropp’d
A planet.

(^ct IV)

Philaster likely would have chosen the poignard in a similar
situation, whereas it is doubtful whether any of Dryden’s
lovers could have exceeded the heroic intensity of this fulmin¬
atory protestation.
Th« unravelling of the plot of The Just Italian

10 S4

is as pat as that of A King, and No King, hut in utter arti¬
ficiality is kin to the heroic play in which virtue is gener¬
ously rewarded and disengaged from all embarrassing doubts
and ■untoward forces in the form of vexatiously

wicken queens,

contumacious fathers and bogey stars» Surprises and sensational
incidents are ^iled up with careless profusion in the last
two acts: Altamont, '‘he Just Italian, "steals to Scoperta and
shews her his nrms besmear’d with blood", crying out that
she behold his "coral hands", - that he has murdered Alteza,
and Sciolto also; Scoperta mourns for her lover, whereupon her
brother admits that he has killed neither Alteza nor Sciolto,
that it was said merely to fright confession from herj instead
they are to die together*

The lovers are imprisoned and

converse through their windows from whence Scoperta is snatched
apparently to death. Sciolto and Altamont fight a duel in which
Sciolto is sorely wounded; his stars reserve him for further
punishment, however, and his wounds are bound and he is sent
off to repent with the order that "when’s devotions have
arrived to a powerful length,” he be straightway strangled.
He is no sooner led away than Alt mont belatedly discovers a
wound received in the duel, which, as he describes it, appears
to be mortal. He "reels off, exit,”
the Just Italian

- and the plot of

would seem to have run its length except

for the minor plot and the future of the repentant Alteza.
Act five, however, reveals that the ingeniousness of D’Avenant
is perennial. Altamont’s friend Memolle

(a character of the

.
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Llel ant lus-Amado re type) enters to Alteza bidding her to "Howl,
howll

Until you wake the inhabitants of graves.", for indeed

her lord is dead. Alteza is summoned to the throne and judica¬
tory duties.

In rapid order it is revealed that Scoperta

and Sciolto are really alive and that she must judge their
gcilt;

The lovers comfort each other and bemoan their Hi¬

stoid love.

Mervolle orders their deaths stayed awhile.

Alteza makes public apology to Scoperta, whose brother’s
death she has caused whereupon one of the mutes pulls off
his vizard and discovers himsàlf to be Altamont.
All lovers are reunited, music sounds and Altamont closes the play
with this extraordinary couplet:
"The sacred noise attend, that whilst we hear
Our so’is may dance into each others’ ear"
This detailed summary may indicate the degree in which these
multiple surprises are an advance towards the extravagant
and unwarranted triumphs in the heroic play of hero and
heroine over all adverse forces;

beside this melodramatic

close the triumph of Philaster and Arethusa over Megra,
Phoramond and the Kin,, loses some of its lustrousness.
The Unfortunate Lovers, 1638^contains several examples
of nascent heroics.Arthiopa’s

beauty is the familiar havoc¬

working sort possessed by all properly endowed heroic ladies.
Prince Ascoli is at once her slave:
"What light is this, that ere tl e day is spent
Breaks like a second morning in our eyes?
Whils’t all that’s shining else shews like a shade

.
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About her beams, sweet as the previous smoke
Ascending from the funeral five o’ th' longLived bird of Araby"
(Act II)
She is harassed by the perfidious Galeotto because
1

fi

her beauty eclipses that of his * love-lorn and not uhbeautiIvt)0

ful daughter; Amorantha,'vacillates between love of the
Duke Altophil and Vue of Arthiepa who must be persecuted by
Galeotto for a beauty which causes the Duke to prefer her.
That heroic virtue which enabled Almahide to guide the fiery
Almanzer in ways of honor, comes even more persuasively
to the defense of Arthiepa.

The lecherous King of the

Lombards, Heildebrand is won to righteousness, momentarily
at least,-her virtue having put to rout the force of her
beauty.

He bids her fly his presence
”.... but look not backl

For then you share the guilt of my next crime.
You carry on your face the fire that feeds
My flame, which, if I see, ’twill kindle soon
What I will strive to quench."
(Act IV)
Except for these heroic qualities of Arthiepa and
the prince-rival who vows eternal devotion to Arthiepa even
after he knows that no one except his friend the Duke can win
her, this play is nearer the romantic than the heroic. The
hero and heroine do not emerge triumphant; the Duke is mor-
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tally wounded in a duel in which he kills King Heildebrand who
repçrfbed his unaccustomed bowing to honor and despoiled
Arthiepa of her virtue. When Altophil dies Arthiopa follows
him at once, dead of a broken heart. In one respect bèsides
is the action heroic: the history of the passion of these
high-born lovers has for accompaniment the tumult of war, with
which at times the action is closely linked, especially in
those episodes in which the heroine is the pawn by which
Galeotto deals treacherously with Heildebrand; out of this
grows the final catastrophe.

Inter-relation in thts fashion

of the fate of lovers with the fortunes of war is an indis¬
pensable characteristic of a typical heroic play.
One of D’Avenant*s earliest plays

The Siege

licensed

in 1629 as The Colonel, has marked heroic components; their
presence in such defined accents at this early date is somewhat
inexplicable,

Foscari, the Governor of Pisa is in revolt

against the Duke of Tuscany. He has a daughter Bertolina,
of whom the Colonel of Pisa says:
n

Had Portia ne’er been known in story, Thy
Heroic virtue'*' had wanted an example."
(Act II),

Bertolina is not the submissive heroine of Romantic
drama; She would endure "the rack, famine or fire, or any
torment to preserve” her fathe^and deems the cause of Pisa
so glorious that

2. It

J
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"Women may fight
In this just war
And not impeach their modesty*"
This is reminiscent of those militant ladies in the second
part of the Conquest of Granada

who led by Queen Isabel

enter the ranks to inspire the Spaniards to victory, Florello,
a hero among those sent from Florence to put down the revolt
is in love with Bertolina.

He communicates to his friend,

Soranzo his desire to desert his general,telling him:
" .....if in my absence
My honor is accus'd, reserve thy charity
For a nobler use than to defend what
Is so tainted,
Soranzo replies:
"How can your honour, the pattern which I
Imitate, and think th' ambition lawful,
Deserve an accusation?"
(Act II.)
He escapes to Pisa and reveals to Foscori that they are
shortly to expect a battery; he seeks Bertolina and almost
comes upon her as she sings his praises before his picture
".... Hail great soldierl
Thou that art the pride of Italy and so exact
A wonder in this age; our chronicles
Will fear to register thy deeds, lest they
Endanger quite the readers*
They write

faith to all
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Still he treads the paths of honor
And loud glory."
(Act III)
When she learns that Florello has deserted to defend her
when his general would take Pisa, instead of commending him
as he expected, she mourns that Florello is dead to honour.
Here is the familiar conflict of Dryden’s heroic play, the lover who deserts honor to follow love, and the lady
who refuses to allow honor to be dethroned by love. Florello
is credulous;
"Never more redeem my lost honorj
........

Are all my trophies

Forfeited for one rash error,
And that provok’d by love?"
tAct III)
Later when she asks him to quit the town he. accuses
her of having a "stoney nature" of which she should have
warned him in time, - and adds,
"I confess I’m fall’n
Into a depth hath swallowed up my honour;
And that which makes my suffering infinite,
The love of frail woman led me to
My ruin."
While it is unlikely that a heroic lover would so severaly

•[

upbraid his lady and denounce her publicly to his fellows as
Florello does, yet there is represented here a cognizance on
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the part of the character of a genuine conflict between
love and honor; it is moreover the theme of this play.
Florello is received back into his carap

and forgiven but is

so dejected over his deflection from honor that he contemplates
suicide.

In this plight he confesses to his friend, Sor&nzo

that he went to Pisa because of Bertolina. lie then discovers
that this most faithful of friends is his rival in love and
they part threatening each other.

In the subsequent attack

on Pisa, Florello appears as the heroic soldier who brings
victory to whichever side he sponsors; Pisa falls before him:
Soronzo: "Pisa is bleeding^
Florello has done all things above a man;
He flies about like flame, and consumes all
His anger meets with.”
Uct V)
Soronzo seeks to protect Berolina and Florello discovers them
together; at first he would kill them but he reflects that
their "souls are knit" and that he should be the one to die;accordingly he presents the pistols to them and asks that they
kill him and secure their love, l'hey refuse and he announces
that he will
"go seek out some forsaken earth
And there grow old in prayers that I may
Forget you both, and my own name!?
Soranzo, a truly generous rival, releases what claims he has
upon Bertolina saying:

"I am o*er come v/ith both your nobleness,
And I should make my memory scorned, to
Wish misfortune to your loves.”
As soon as the lovers are reunited the revolt of Pisa is tamely
condoned in a tag scene, all the brave talk of liberty which
began the siege forgotten "while bridal tunes souMi high, now
the drums cease.”

It is thus that wars in the heroic play

are relegated to quick oblivion once the lovers are at last
triumphant.
It is indeed remarkable that a play so heroic in tone,
built as it is entirely around the conflict of love and honor,
having a background of war, romantic setting, nobly born
characters, a heroine who controls the actions of her lover
(in this a development over the romantic heroine who is rarely
as strong-minded), a conquering hero who is the vassal of love,
generous rival, an obdurate father, - in fact almost all the
ingredients of a perfect heroic play except rime and the
balance of characters, - those wicked lovers who provide the
"contrast of jure and sensual love" and sorely try the virtue
of the hero and heroine, - that a play in all the rudiments
heroic should appears as early as 1629.
n

D^rfey’s Astrée was

l

entered on the Stationery Register in 1611, and John Pyper’s
Z.
translation was made in 1620; - it is therefore possible that
5.
D*Avenant who since 1622 when he came to London as page to
TT Uphsm, op.cit., p. 366
2. Jfbid.
3. Maidment-Logan,op.cit. Vol. I, p. XXVIII.

.
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the Duchess of Richmond, would have Imown of this romance that
was to enjoy its greatest vogue about 1634.- From the Astrée
he could have derived suggestions which artificiazed the empha¬
sis on love, the genero^iïÿ. - of rivals to each other, but
the conflict of love with honor appears to be his own contri¬
bution. It was too early for influence in the direction from
the drama of Corneille: Le Cid

was not translated by Rutter

until 1637/ - on January 26 of that year it was entered upon the
Stationer’s Register, preceding by two months its publication in
France.

A play heroic in essentials, except for rhyme, appears

then to have been .‘/ritten by D’Avenant at a time when French
RomA-/vte

or dramatic influence can account for very few of
V

* ^

r

the heroic details. jFurthermore, Love and Honor, 1634, whose
title is the catchword of all heroic plays to come contributes
many elements which serve to fix the characters and plots of
%

the perfect heroic drama.

Evandra

is the chaste heroine of

exquisite beauty in whose service three lovers languish,
and are at last united after quarrels,

duels and strenuous

rivalry to grieve over her impending death at the command
of the father of the favoured lover, Alvaro.

Unlike true

heroic lovers they are resigned to the Duke's resolve to re¬
venge the death of his brother on the daughter of his mur¬
derer.

They tamely prepare to wait "lovers ail" and
"Like sad, distressed turtles we shall want
Our mate; then we may s4t and mourne beneath

1. Upham, op. cit. pü 316. and p.$o,ant'e, this essay.
2. The Siege was not published^until 1673. Tupper op.cit. p.
XXI, suggests that it "may hove been altered by additions
to the form under which it was licensed as The Colonel in 1629"
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The willow that o’er shadows every brook,
There weepe, till we are vanisht quite in teares..."
(Act IV. Sc.V)
They love as devotedly as Almanzor hut they dare no gods or
Pates in the defense of it. The resolution of the action is sen¬
sational beyond any of the romantic dramas considered in this
essay, Both Evandra and the love .-lorn maiden who would die
for her have been sentenced to death since each professes to be
Evandra; there appears to be no further respite when two am¬
bassadors arrive from Evandra’s court.

Leonell

one of the

lovers has offered himself as the son of the man who took
the Duke’s brother prisoner and released him to Evandra’s
father, and hence is condemned to die in place of the two
maidens, when one of the ambassadors "takes off a false beard"
and discloses himself the Duke of Millaine.

He in turn is

condemned and Leonell freed whereupon the second ambassador "pulls
off a false ieard" and there stands the brother to the avenging
of whose death the whole action <:f the play has been directed.
All evil passions then disappear, - even the Duke becomes
entirely noble in a twinkling, lovers are paired without furthere ado and the day is consecrated to love.

Again this arti¬

ficiality passes beyond the pale of romantic drama and betrays
kinship with its successor, the heroic play.
To these heroic extravagances that D’Avenant himself
produced in imitation of the type elements of the romantic
tragi-comerdy, which were brought to the constructions of the
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first genuinely heroic play in England, The Si&ge of
Rhodes, must be added the influence of the heroic poem,
Gondibert; of this poem ^'upper says: "The heroic quality

of

the poem consists in the devotion of the hero and heroine to
love, the unquestioned valor of the hero, the insistence on
honor and other noble virtues, the contrast betv/een love on
the one hand and ambition and the royal will on the other. An
heroic setting is given by placing the scene in a distant
land and time, amidst the stir of the camp and the court.

The

unsuccessful rival, the secondary heroine who vainly loves
the hero, all belong to the heroic play. When D'Avenant
came to write an heroic play he did not depart from his idea

l.
as carried out in Gondibert."

Hobbes in his Answer to the Pre¬

face to Gondibert,commends the poem, declares that it wold
last as long as the Illiad or the Aeneid if it were not in a
modern tongue; of the sentiment of the poem he says:
"In the streams themselves I find nothing but settled valour,
wlean honour, calm counsel, learned diversion and pure love;
save only a torrent or two of ambition, which, though a fault,
has somewhat heroic in it, and therefore must have place in ai
heroic poem.

To shew the reader in what place he shall find

every excellent picture of virtue you have drawn, is too
long •... '

From the above evidence it appears reasonably

certain that D'Avenant anticipated Dryden.in putting into
T~,
2*

W. Tupper, D'Avenant's Love & Honor, p. XXV'
English Work of Thomas Hobbes, Vol. IV, p. 451*
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practice that dramatists' definition of a heroic play, - one
which should imitate the actions of an heroic poem.
It would indeed be remarkable if this poem, in the vêin
of the French prose romances had not influenced a dramatist
who is held to be the first to adopt material from the French
romance} his Siege of Rhodes

is thought by some critics to

derive at least suggestions for Alphonse*s delineation from
Mlle, de Scudery's Ibrahim .

Prof. Child

is convinced that

<

this romance was the source for the bulk of D’Avenants play.’’Solyman he took bodily making him even more of a pattern of
virtue ... his fable represents an adaptation or derivation of the
story of Ibrahim

.....”

A conclusive point aS to D'Avenants’

use of the Romance is the character of Solyman.

He is emphatically

not the bloody, tyi/anic Solyman of Knolles: He is the Solyman

1
of Ibrahim, though made still more superior to all human weakness.”
tProf. Campbell is equally certain that indebtedness to the Scuddry romance is slight and points out more resemblances to
La Perside
RhodioLQs.

of Desfontaines, - in this play the lovers are
Tupper favors the theory of Campbell.

D'Avenant* s

lise of the romances is still .a moot question but it is not
L<rr*M

TM

r<

J n. t\

+

' I*' '

impossible that he may have borrowed from both? nipper suggests^
”D'Avenant probably took certain details and changed and added
*5,
to them to suit himself. It was a way he had”. It is unlikely
1. 0. Gr. Child, op.ext. p. Xôô
2. Killis Campbell, op cit.
pp. 177982
3. J. W. Tupper, op cit.
p. 181

11?*

that he was unacquainted with

romances^for he was in France

1641-2, 1644 - 1649/50, the Poet-laureate of England and as
such "he must have been most cordially welcomed in theatrical
circles of Paris, where

he in all probability met Desfontaines

))£<

and the Scuddrys.

It is reasonable to expect D’Avenant

to seise on new sources of dramatic material and they were
at hand, - Ibrahim

having been published in 1641, Georges

•

de Scud/ry’s Ibrahim, a play,in 1643, and Desfontaine's La Perside

in 1644. * He was not one to leave any likely innovation

to go begging»

Alwin Thaler, however, has discovered a close

parallel between The Siege of Rhodes and Heywood'ji Fair Maid
of the West, "both parts of which were popular when D’Avenant
was winning

his early successes upon the boards in 1630*s»... a

link between the prophet of the new order and l,he most inter¬
esting of the Elizabethans ... a fresh illustration of the
point that the "new^heroic of the Restoration f~as not par¬
ticularly new after all»

We have here then in the first

heroic play the much vexed question as to which played the
greater part, French or English influence.

To declare a compro¬

mise is a facile solution but in the light of D’Avenant’s
dramatic methods, not an ill-advised procedure.

All was

grist to his mill; he aimed to catch popular trends and
it is likely that he remembered the popular plot of Heywood’s when
1. Campbell, ibid
————
2. K. Campbell, op cit. - p. 178
3. Alwin Thaler") "Thomas Heywood, D’Avenant, and the Siege
of Rhodes" , Publicatioxijof the Modern Language Association,
Vol. 39, p. 624 - 642»

.
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he come to write his Siege of Rhodes and heightened the
sentiment from the heroic Ro ances, whose fantastic lure was
in the air upon the Continent and soon to invade England.
Dyyden attributes to Con*<iille some influence upon the
Siege of Rhodes. The French Cla.ssic4.st is no doubt responsible
for D’Avenant’s departure in this first Restoration play from
the inclusion of comic sub-plots which characterized his early
plays in the romantic vein,

The first Part of the Siege of

Rhodes has comic overtones in the operatic verses, but Part
II observes that separation of comic from serious action which
was thought proper to drama after the advent of Corneille.
There is plenty of margin for this Conneillion influence to have
reached D* Avenant before his exile in France, - Le Cid having
been translated into English in 1637. D*Avenant*s long period
of exile 1644-50, was contemporaneous with the period of
Corneille*s

early, successful heroic tragedies.

Hrf* the conflicts

of love, duty and honor set forth in the tragedies of Corneille,
he was reintroduced to a theme which had charmed him as early
a”s 1629 in The Siege; D’Avenant found'here given classical
expression in drama encouraged b,

the fashionable of Paris.

Accordingly he wrote the Siege of Rhodes

in which the reiterance

in speech after speech throughout the play of the word
"honor’1 to say nothing of its actual conflicts with love, suggests
a certain anxiousness of the playwright to be in the inner circle
of the writers of love-and-honor drama than

in its hey-day

on the Continent.
l,This is an early play and bears no relation tn èlther part of
The Siege of ihodes.

In summary, therefore, it appears that D'Avenant
was the innovator of all those elements which he combined
in The Siege of Rhodes to produce the "excellent ground work"
for which Dryden expresses his gratitude, - the immediate
foundation of the Drydenesque heroic play. He was the first
to embody the ideals of the heroic romance ii.to poetry; before
Orrery wrote plays in rhyme at the request of the King, 1661,
and before Mrs. Philip's made her translation of

Corneille's

Pompée into rimed couplets (1662) D'Avenant had "perfected"
the couplet; likewise he was the first to draw on the French
romances for incident, an adaptation of French material in which
he was to be followed by Dryden,Orrery, Lee, Banks, Crowne
and others of the heroic dramatists. All these innovations
were combined with elements which D'Avenant had fashioned
out of the romantic drama, artificialized type
and situations which

had wan

characters
OJ*dr

him favour prior to 1642,,'^I»IKCOPPOM

into the Seige of Rhodes, the model adopted by Dryden before all
others.
D'Avenant's contribution therefore precludes any defini¬
tion of the heroic drama as an out and out exotic. The influence
of French romances and the heroic tragedies of Corneille was
undeniably potent in directing the native heroic tendencies
into more flamboyant patterns of virtue, love, honor and valour;b
French prose romances, the exile of the courtiers and Charles
amid the enthusiasm for the heroic prevalent on the Continent,
do not account for the presence of that heroic material in Be.umont and Fletcher, the type characters, scanti<41y motivated

,
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catastrophes and triumphs,sensationalism,-those elements which
D’Avenant adopted from the English playwrights,and heightened
still further in the plays he wrote prior to the Siep;e of Rhodes»
To this extent,therefore,his dramas were native heroic plays.
In these early plays is discoverable besides a fusion of
romantic tendencies with the extravagances of the Platonic
cult,which claimed the pen of Sir William and many other court
poets of Henrietta-Maria's time.
D’Avenant’s work demonstrates the importance of English
influence upon the genesis of the English heroic play. Upon
these models,-the first attempts'df D'Avenaht which resulted in
anexaggerated type which might be called a native English heroic
f.play,Dryden was to construct his heroic dramas,-plays which in
spite of his protestations of English and Classic models,owe,
however, the bulk of their most fahtastic devices and ideals to .
the tragedies of Corneille and to direct borrowings from the French
prose romances.

1. J.W.Tupper,pp« cit.p.xx writes:"The development of the her
plasr in D’Avenant is,hov/ever,largely a matter of simple evolution
on English soil."
2. hi«S. Clark,op. cit. p. 63»
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